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Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch

Some of Our 
Pairings for 

2020

Wil and Sherri Tallmon
Estacada, OR
503-710-7541 

www.HiddenOaksLlamaRanch.com

CTF Renegade’s Vigilante Eskaado

Foundation Females (L to R) Linda’s Crown Jewel, 
GNLC Platina, FPL Linda Tall Trees, HOLR Estafania

Foundation Females (L to R) Silver Light, LUA Bravado’s True Colors, 
Acaisha, WRLF Nadia

Co-owned with Steve and Sue Rolfing 
of Great Northern Ranch

http://www.hiddenoaksllamaranch.com
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 Letter from the Editor

Indiana - the new llama capital? 
 Jerrika and I had the opportunity to travel to Indiana this summer. 
We spent a couple of days with Mark and Susan Smith, touring their 
gorgeous farm, learning about their history with livestock and looking 
at their wonderful llamas. We were also able to spend a day with 
Darrell and Merlene Anderson, organizers of March Llama Madness in 
Cloverdale, Indiana, where we talked about what makes their event so 
special. We spoke with Lisa and Kelsee Robinson, who started as a 4-H 
family but have turned into serious llama breeders, and on our last day in 
town we made a trip to see Lisa Alayza at the Colorfield.
 A couple of weeks after we returned home to Washington we 
made another trip for the magazine, for the Spring 2020 issue. We drove 
to Central Oregon, the former llama mecca. We visited several active 
farms there, we interviewed industry founder Kay Patterson, and drove 
by Hinterland and the old Patterson Ranch, both devoid of llamas. The 
llama industry is still alive in Central Oregon, but it’s not the llama capital 
it once was. No, that title has changed hands. 
 Indiana may not be the birthplace of the US llama industry, but it 
is likely the origin of its recent resurgence. It is the home of the biggest 
show in the country, the home of Mark Smith Farms, and the home 
of many passionate llama breeders. There is definitely a buzz around 
llamas in Indiana. In issue three of American Llama Magazine you will 
find stories from our trip to the new llama capital and much more. 

 Happy Reading,
 -Kyle Mumford
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About Our Sponsors
Gold Sponsor 

Wil and Sherri Tallmon of Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch

Wil and Sherri Tallmon have been raising llamas in Estacada, OR 
since 1996. Their herd features a classic llama program as well 
as a silky/suri program. Animals from both of their programs have 
performed well in the show ring and are sought after by breeders 
and hobbyists. The Tallmons are involved in 4-H, packing, fiber 
products, showing, driving, PR visits, and more with their llamas. 
To read more about their program and to view pictures of their 
beautiful herd read issue two of American Llama Magazine. 

www.HiddenOaksLlamaRanch.com

Steve and Sue Rolfing have raised llamas for show 
and packing in northwest Montana since 1979. You 

can read about the history of their program and 
see photos of their beautiful ranch in Issue One of 

American Llama Magazine.

www.gnranch.com 

Sonya and “Sal” (Clark) Salisbury established the Double S Llama 
Ranch in Clyde Texas in August 2017.  The Double S Ranch was 

created in part thanks to “Steve the Llama” a large white male 
classic llama who spent most of his life alone, abandoned on a 

farm in Baird Texas. Steve was gifted to Sonya by her sister Kim 
in late 2016 and the foundation of the Double S Llama Ranch was 

laid. The rest, so they say, is history!

Silver Sponsors

http://www.hiddenoaksllamaranch.com
http://www.gnranch.com
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About Our Sponsors
Silver Sponsors

Sharon and Jerry Williamson have raised llamas since 1986. They 
have reduced their herd size in recent years but are very excited 
to share their small, but outstanding group of breeding animals 
with you in their advertisement on page 8. They have carefully 
curated a group of females from industry leading bloodlines to 

breed to their lead herdsire, PH EZ Rider.

wwww.PineHavenLamas.com 

Rick and Mary Adams live on a beautiful 45 acre ranch in 
Bend Oregon; relocating from Northern California in 2016. 
Their herd features a variety of industry leading bloodlines, 
with multiple national champions and best in show winners. 

They believe their 2020 crias may be their best group yet and 
invite you to stay tuned.

www.WildOakLlamas.com

Bronze Sponsors
Darrell and Merlene Anderson

Solid Rock Llamas
West Lafayette, IN

www.SolidRockLlamas.com

Cameron Thornberg
Caledonia Llamas

Knox, ND

www.CaledoniaLlamas.com

http://pinehavenlamas.com
http://wildoakllamas.com
http://solidrockllamas.com
http://caledoniallamas.com
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Wild Oak Llamas
Rick and Mary Adams

Bend, OR

www.WildOakLlamas.com

WOL Chiri Tumalo
WOL Chiri Rondo X WOL Far Niente’

First Crias Arriving in 2020 from
MSF Purple Reign, HOLR Ariana, 
Merlin’s Legacy HOLR and GNLC Cinder

http://wildoakllamas.com
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Sharon and Jerry Williamson 
 Trempealeau, WI 

Phone: 608-534-5111 
Email: phllamas@centurytel.net

www.pinehavenlamas.com

PH EZ Rider
PH Summer Breeze Sharmain Mystery Acre’s Pearl

Ask us about our handmade 100% llama fiber apparel!

http://pinehavenlamas.com
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MLM 2019
2019 March Llama Madness Highlights 

Llama enthusiasts from 24 states converged on the C-Bar-C Expo Center in Cloverdale, Indiana on 
April 5-7 for the seventh March Llama Madness Show and Sale of Champions. A record number of 
exhibitors entered 394 llamas in the eight different events that were featured at this year’s show. 

More than 60 contestants of all ages participated in the first-ever llama halter judging contest on Fri-
day afternoon. Participants could judge as individuals and on teams, and placed three classes of 
llamas and answered questions on one class. High individuals in each age category were: Adult – 
Sylvia DeWaard, WA; Senior – Aubrie Ginther, IN; Intermediate – McKinley Underhill, IN; and Junior – 
Charlotte Wiggins, IN.

Following a complimentary nacho bar, the brackets were announced for the 3-on-3 tournament. Ex-
hibitor’s names were drawn from a hat to seed the 16 spots in the tournament bracket. Each farm 
brought their best three llamas to the show ring, and went head to head against others in their brack-
et, until a champion was named in both the championship round and the consolation round.

The Prospect Futurity was held on Friday night, as 
the 18 llamas consigned to the Sale of Champions 
competed for premium money, and determined the 
sale order. The excitement built throughout the day 
on Saturday, as buyers knew there was going to be 
a lot of bidding on the phenomenal entries in the 
sale. After fierce bidding battles on the first three 
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females in the sale, new records were set and broken 
three times. Chris and Venesa Carter’s CVL Marquis 
Dymond started the sale by breaking the previous 
MLM record price, as she quickly sold for $14,500 to 
Stephen Fritz and Michael West, NC.

The new record didn’t last long as Mark Smith’s MSF 
Purple Reign, the 2018 National Champion Silky 
female set the new record selling to Rick and Mary 
Adams, OR for $20,000.  Ollendick Farms consigned 
a half-sister to last year’s record-selling female, and 
she sold for $17,000 to Larry Kisner and Bruce Chris-
co, MO. The Sale of Champions also set a new 
record average price, as the entire sale averaged 
$6,463.

Saturday’s schedule was very busy, with the popular Olympic Futurity starting 
in Ring 1. Exhibitors competed for over $7,000 in cash premiums, as they were 
scored Olympic-style by five judges.

In Ring 2, a record number of young people competed in the various basket-
ball-themed obstacle courses, and extremely competitive showmanship class-
es. The fleece show continued until noon on Saturday, with over 85 entries. 
Winners included exhibitors from coast to coast.

One of the new divisions at this year’s show was the Junior Halter Show. Three female classes were 
offered, and the llamas had to be registered in the young person’s name. Twenty-six females were 
shown, and the judges were unanimous in their decision, with Addyson Laux, WI, winning Grand Ju-
nior Female, and Megan Fruits, IN, capturing Reserve Grand.

CVL Pride’s 
Marquis Dymond MSF Purple Reign

Ollendick Farms Zariah
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The next halter classes included exhibitors that were participating at their first MLM. Referred to as 
the Rookie Class, each judge selected a rookie male and female exhibitor. Rookie female winners 
were Diego Camacho, NY, and Ralph Foxwell, RI. The two rookie winners with their males were Jody 
Peter, WI, and Grayson Keller, IN.

Another fun feature at MLM is the “Best 6th Man” Award, which is a cash award to the best sixth place 
llama.  As the size of the show has increased, so has the level of competition, with many halter class-
es having 15-20 entries. At the conclusion of the halter show on Sunday, all sixth place males and fe-
males are invited back to the show ring, and each judge selects their choice for “Best 6th place” male 
and female.

Best of Show males and females were selected at the con-
clusion of the ILR-SD Double halter show on Sunday after-
noon. Best of Show winners were MSF Showtime shown 
by Grayson Keller, Ollendick Farms Babarann, exhibited 
by Kelly Squires, Chris and Venesa Carter’s CVL Pride’s 
Marquis Dymond, and Sharon Van Hooser’s GNLC Sa-
brego.

Darrell and Merlene would like to thank all of the sponsors, 
judges, clerks, ring stewards, vendors and exhibitors for 
making 2019 a big success. Plans are underway for the 
2020 MLM. Make plans now to join us on April 3-5 at the 
C-Bar-C Expo Center in Cloverdale, Indiana. 

MSF Showtime
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Cascade Llama Show and Sale 2019
 By Jacob Mumford
THANK YOU to everyone who helped make Cascade XIII one of the most 
successful yet!
Our high selling male was GNLC Lucero who sold for $5,000. He was 
consigned by Great Northern Ranch and purchased by Rain Dance Ranch.
Our high selling female was Forget Me Not, $4,600, consigned to the sale by 
R and G Acres, Ron and Gail Wilkinson and purchased by Larry Kisner of 
Catawissa llamas.
This year’s halter show was judged by Deb Yeagle and Venesa Carter, the 
fleece show was judged by Deb Yeagle, and the obstacle courses were 
judged by Bob Wooldridge and Kohl Yankovsky. 
The best in show females were New Leaf’s Leonore, owned by Sarah Mcgovern, and HOLR Sierra Star, owned by Wil and 
Sherri Tallmon. The best in show males were RGA Lumberjack’s Commander, who was bred by Ron Wilkinson and purchased 
by Larry Kisner, and Mach’s Black Cloud bred by Brad and Sylvia Deward and sold to the Lauxs, Pottebaums, and Lisa 
Paquette. 

We are excited for Cascade XIV in Salem Oregon, again in conjunction with Oregon Ag Fest. This will be our 14th annual 
auction and 8th annual ILR-SD show. Please watch www.cascadellamashow.com as we will post judges and more info soon.

HOLR Sierra Starr New Leaf’s Leonore Mach’s Black Cloud RGA Lumberjack’s Commander

http://cascadellamashow.com
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2019 ILR-SD National Champions

Suri Female

Champion: LUA Bold Happiness, Lash’s Unique Llamas

Reserve: PVL Chilean Seshat

Suri Male

Champion: SRLL Martingale, Sugar River Llamas

Reserve: Hard Rock’s On the Spot
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2019 ILR-SD National Champions

Silky Female

Champion: MSF Crown Jewell, Mark and Susan Smith

Reserve: Log House Llama’s Hattie McDaniel

Silky Male

Champion: SRLL Faeed, Harvey and Lisa Pool

Reserve: MSF Pinnacle
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2019 ILR-SD National Champions

Medium Wool Female

Champion: SRLL Murielle, Sugar River Llamas

Reserve: New Leaf’s Leonore

Medium Wool Male

Champion: MSF Beach Boy, Carter/Sorenson

Reserve: Spicey’s Gallant Pride
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2019 ILR-SD National Champions

Heavy Wool Female

Champion: LUA Sprinkles of Happy,  Lash’s Unique Llamas

Reserve: GNLC Cymba

Heavy Wool Male

Champion: MSF Mr. GQ, Spooky Nook Llamas

Reserve: Mach’s Black Cloud 
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2019 ILR-SD National Champions

Get of Sire

Champion: GNLC Crocket, Mark and Susan Smith

Produce of Dam

Champion: LUA My Darlin’ Status, Lash’s Unique Llamas

Not Pictured: 
Light Wool Female   Light Wool Male
Champion: SHF Indra   Champion: SHF ‘The Duke’
Reserve: His Blessed Assurance Reserve: IFF Mr. Bojangles
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Cameron Thornberg 
4263 65th St NE, Knox, ND  58343 

Phone:  (701) 208-0752 
Email: caledoniaarabians@yahoo.com 

www.caledoniallamas.com 

 

Caledonia Llamas 
“Treasures of the Incas” 

 
Providing outcross Chilean bloodlines in the USA. 

 
Our focus is the Rebano Escondido lines imported by  

Paul and Sally Taylor from Chile. 
The Rebano Escondido lines are known for  

being of original Argentine type. 
 

Breeding for quality, height, heavy bone structure,  
lots of fiber and calm dispositions. 

{A number of our females are 46 inches+ at the withers) 
 

Check out our website to see all of our  
Rebano Escondido and RE cross breeding stock! 

**Please contact us if you have RE llamas that you would be willing to share-sell, lease, etc.   
We are always looking to add new bloodlines to the herd. 

Above: 
Caledonia’s Iced Mocha 
2018 Gray Female 
 
 
Right: 
Rebano Escondido Doppler 

Left: 
2019 female by Doppler 
Out of a Fantasma daughter 
 
Above: 
Rebano Escondido Fantasma 

http://caledoniallamas.com
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Spooky Nook Llama & Alpaca Farm 

would like to announce their new herdsires 
GNLC FORTUNATE SON and national heavy wool champion, MSF MR. GQ

462 Weidler Lane
Manheim, PA

Breeding quality animals 
for fiber, conformation, and 

disposition. 
Show quality, pets, and 

guards.  
Phone: 717-898-0583

Email: Pam@Spookynookfarm.com

www.SpookyNookFarm.com

GNLC Merlin X Sijama Zestie GNLC Crocket X Fabiohla

http://spookynookfarm.com
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The Timm Family Purchases the Superior Farm Herd
  An Interview with Justin Timm

 Justin Timm has been involved in llamas since his youth through his herd Frog Pond Llamas, 
and in recent years as an auctioneer and sale organizer. In our opinion, his online sales through the 
Justin Timm Auction Service platform deserves some of the credit for the recent up-tick in the llama 
market. After dispersing his breeding herd in 2016, Justin made waves this summer by announcing 
that the Timm family had purchased the Superior Farm herd. This once proud herd has been the 
subject of rumors and worries in recent years, but has now found a home in Wilsonville, Oregon. 
We spoke to Justin this summer about how this herd purchase came about, the work they have 
undertaken to care for the llamas, and what his plans are for them in the future. 

American Llama Magazine: How long have 
you been working on this herd acquisition? 

Justin: The reality is from first contract it 
was over 1.5 years. I had two trips planned 
to go visit the herd that got canceled at the 
last minute. I didn’t let it get to me and tried 
my best to stay patient while I continued to 
stay in touch every three to four weeks until I 
was able to schedule a trip in February after 
attending a conference. It wasn’t until April 
that we came to an agreement and within two 
weeks the animals were loaded and on their 
way to Oregon.
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ALM: What inspired you to purchase the herd?

Justin: This was a two part deal. It started off by wanting to salvage 
the awesome genetics that had been collected in Oklahoma over the 
years as they were bloodlines I felt were highly desired in the current 
market. Once I saw the herd and realized that only about 25 of the 
remaining 87 llamas were what I would consider high end breed 
stock. It was a pure rescue mission for the remaining 62 llamas. I 
couldn’t leave them behind.

ALM: How many animals arrived off the trailer?

We loaded 87 llamas which included 3 cria (one of which was a day 
old) and we unloaded 87 llamas. It was amazing that they all survived the trip. Over the next two 
weeks we did lose a total of seven llamas. It was extremely sad but with the condition many of them 
were in it was a miracle we didn’t lose more. All the llamas we lost were being hit hard by parasites 
that had taken a toll on their bodies over a period of time. I think the stress of the move sped up the 
process on some that we lost, but I don’t think they had much time left to begin with.

ALM: Can you describe their condition when they arrived? 

Justin: The interesting thing was that although most of the animals were very 
skinny, some animals had a great body score condition. The worst part was 
the animals had not been shorn in years and every single one of them was 
covered from head to toe in burrs. Burrs that have left scars on my arms from 
trying to hold on to them when trying to treat them. I needed them shorn and 
fast, so I flew Ryan Laux out to work his magic. I knew he would be fast and 
efficient which I felt was desperately needed for these animals. Added stress 
meant losing more animals.
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ALM: What kind of work have they required since they 
arrived?

Justin: Shearing was objective number one. With all the 
burrs in their fleece we couldn’t do anything with them until 
we got them sheared.

After shearing we hit them hard with parasite medication. 
We were thrilled to discover only coccidia and strongyles 
in the many fecal tests we ran. We were able to get clean 
fecals rather quickly which was a huge relief. We were 
keeping them all in three large barns as we didn’t want 
to contaminate the pastures until we knew what we were 
working with.

I have to say, these animals have been amazing to work 
with. I kid you not, my three-year-old nephew trained one of the young males all on his own. I think 
the animals were so thankful to not have to fight for food or worry when food would come next so they 
trusted all of us working with them. Of the 87, only three animals were a real pain to train and even 
they were trained to walk in a day.

ALM: What has the process been to try to identify who you have? 

Justin: The main “keeper” herd which is about 25 animals were actually very easy to identify. Having 
access to the ILR database was an incredible help. We were also able to identify many by microchips 
and also confirm animals we were pretty sure we know who they were but couldn’t say with 100% 
certainty. I still have two females I will need to confirm with DNA but I feel confident that will be 
successful as well.
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ALM: What are your long term plans for this herd?

Justin: This project started off as genetic recovery and that is 
what it will continue to be. I want these great genetics to get back 
into the llama community and help move the quality of llamas 
forward. I will most likely keep the foundation herd as most of 
them are 11 to 16 years of age, but their offspring will be available 
in upcoming sales. The history of these llamas is the history of 
our industry and it needs to be spread around across the country.

What is amazing to me is even though these females are 11 to 16 
years old and have lived a hard life, to me they look like four and 
five years old. They are strong, upright and full of life. They didn’t have that same sparkle in their eye 
in Oklahoma, that is for sure. It makes my heart happy to see that and know that I got the opportunity 
to play a part in their happiness.

ALM: I’m sure your evaluations are ongoing, but can you tell us about 
your new keeper herd? Any particular animals you’re most excited 
about?

Justin: The keeper herd is such a diverse group of animals it’s hard 
to narrow it down to a handful of favorites. We have daughters of 
Fivestarr, White Heat, Heat Wave, Lucchero, Lucchese, Jamali, Silver 
Peru, Debussy, Suri Suri, Ekati, Silversmith, Whist and many more. It 
is really an amazing core group of diverse and unique genetics. 

What I can say, is nearly all the adult females appear to be pregnant 
and we have had 12 babies so far with more on the way. What is so 
great about this is we know the females are reproductively sound and Shanghai 

Secret
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are being bred to El Sombro, WOL Chiri Rondo and SF-OK Shanghai Secret for 2020 cria. After that, 
many will be bred with GNLC TenGen for his first crop of babies. 
These females really are beautiful and in so many ways. They are hearty survivors and have proven 
their strength by making it to Oregon. I’m now going to do my best by giving them a chance to pass 
on the genetic strength to the next generation and keep our industry moving forward.

ALM: When you made the herd acquisition announcement on Facebook a video made the rounds of 
you diving from the large trailer that hauled them over into the big pile of dirty bedding straw. Can you 
talk us through what was going through your mind at that moment? 

Justin: I don’t always make the right decisions in life but I do commit to them. I had done the same 
thing 10 years earlier when I purchased the Patterson herd. I had completely forgotten about it until 
we were cleaning out the upper level of the trailer. The second I poked my head out the open door 
I knew it was happening. What I wasn’t sure about was the fact I’m not quite as petite as I was 10 
years ago, and that hay pile got awfully small looking a half a second after I jumped! 
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Fehrenbach Farms Presents

NV’s Pursuit of Honor
and his offspring:

Fehrenbach Farms
Denise, Jason, Alexis and Nickolas Fehrenbach       

Evart, Michigan      Email: denise@fehrenbachfarms.com         

www.fehrenbachfarms.com

Multi Halter 
Champion

Halter and 
Performance 

Champion

http://www.fehrenbachfarms.com
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B Bar Z Llama Ranch 
Wayne Brokaw and Rita Zorrozua 

9216 S Thomas Mallen Rd, Cheney WA 99004 
www.bbarzranch.com   ritazorrozua@gmail.com

B Bar Z Bella’s Giovani
McKenzie Lake Quasar X Mach’s Bella Lena

RGA Mach’s Captain Jack
Argentine Mach One X RGA Miss Hope

Arg Pascual’s Jalapeno ABSR
Argentine Pascual X Chilena Pinta Chica

http://bbarzranch.com
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The Fiduciary
 1984-2005

A Tribute by Paul Taylor
Written in 2005, republished with permission

In writing a tribute to The Fiduciary, 
a llama considered by most to be the 
top stud in the species in modern 
times, I find myself thinking about 
his personality and character more 
than his records and fame.  He was a 
gentleman and a great friend to us.
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 From the day we came home to find him lying beneath 
his mother, a very athletic and beautiful black and white 
tuxedo pattern female named Tiffany, we knew he was 
special.  That was not just because he was a rare light gray 
color and well conformed, but because he had a presence 
and an awareness that we had never seen before.  He was 
a unique animal and he commanded respect and admiration 
from the beginning.

 There are many memories for us to treasure now that he 
is gone, but these few will help you to know who he was.

 Almost from the beginning Fidoosh had a following 
among the llama breeders in the US.  We had promoted him 
in Llamas Magazine, and he certainly was photogenic, but 
more than that, he just loved having his picture taken.  Maybe 
producing beautiful babies, more and better babies than 
any other male in North America, was his most important 
contribution to the gene pool, but posing for photos was his 
real joy in life.

 Whenever a visitor to the ranch entered his pen he 
would stop grazing, move out into the open and strike a 
pose.  You never had to make noises or flap your arms or 
throw your hat to get his ears up.  He never turned away or 
lost interest while the camera was on him.  He soon learned 
that most people wanted to see him up on the rail fence in his 
signature pose, so he would oblige with very little coaxing.
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 As with almost any stud that is being used a lot, Fidoosh was fiercely jealous and aggressive 
toward other males.  We had to keep him in a pen by himself, and though he was adjacent to the field 
where the main herd of females and babies spent the night, it must have been a lonely existence.

 When he was about 10 years old we took in a barn cat.  This was just a scruffy gray female 
cat that someone had dropped off, quite wild and self-sufficient.  For some reason,  this cat adopted 
Fidoosh, and he adopted her.  They were seldom apart.  When he was grazing on the hillside his 
cat, Barnice, would be nearby or even under him.  He gave her shade and protection from eagles 
in the summer and when he bedded down in winter she would snuggle in under his wool until you 
couldn’t even see her.  They were inseparable for several years, until one day she was gone, likely 
the victim of a coyote or an eagle 
or great horned owl.  Fidoosh pined 
for Barnice, went off his feed and 
seemed listless for weeks afterward.
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 For many years we went to every 
Celebrity Sale, usually with one or two 
Fiduciary offspring and usually we sold 
them for big prices.  In October of ’97 
we decided to take Fidoosh along to 
Oklahoma City so the folks could see him 
in person.  He had a pen on “Stud Row” 
and while we were busy with grooming 
or schmoozing potential buyers for our 
consignment llamas, we pretty much 
left him to himself.  To our surprise, he 
seemed to love this chance to interact 
with his public.  He stood at the front of 
his pen, even letting kids touch him.  To 
keep him occupied we began to allow 
people we knew and even some we didn’t 
know take him for walks.  By this time his 
attitude toward other males had mellowed 
considerably, maybe because he knew he 
had no real rivals, so there was never any 
snorting or screaming as he passed by 
other stalls.  Every time he was led back 
to his stall there would be someone else 
there waiting to take him for a walk.  It got 
so we didn’t even have to be involved in 
scheduling.  We would see him pass by 
from time to time with some new admirer 
at the end of his lead.

Put Some Pride 
in Your Herd

CriVen Llamas - Chris & Venesa Carter 
Marshfield, MO - crivenllamas@aol.com           

www.CriVenLlamaFarm.com 

KVF Timone’s Pride

http://crivenllamafarm.com
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When it came time for our consignment to sell (one of his daughters) we arranged for Fidoosh, as the 
sire, to be led into the sales ring behind the sale animal as was common in those days.  Sally led the 
young female in when her lot number and name were announced.  There was some confusion about 
who was the buyer of the previous lot, so Tom and Tim were a little distracted and didn’t get organized 
to announce the entrance of The Fiduciary.  I was leading him, and I decided to give him a slack line, 
just walk along beside him and see what he did.

He walked straight out to the front and center of the stage, 
pushed his chest against the velvet rope and scanned 
the audience from one side to the other.  Still nobody 
had announced him, but a few people in the audience 
recognized him, were riveted by his presence, and began 
to applaud.  Fidoosh stood stock-still and watched as the 
applause swelled.  “The Fiduciary, ladies and gentlemen,” 
Tom Simmons finally said as he realized what was 
happening.  The audience rose, everyone, really, giving 
him the only standing ovation I ever saw given to a llama at 
Celebrity.  When it was over, he turned and led me off the 
stage without looking back.

Toward the end of his life, Fidoosh began to lose condition 
and weight.  He seemed listless going into last winter, and 
there were many cold days when he never stood up at all.  
We were quite worried about him and even began talking 
about putting him down before he deteriorated further.  
Since he couldn’t breed anymore because of arthritic hips, 
we thought maybe it would help him if we put him in with the 
‘special needs’ group, females about to deliver and those 
with new babies.  This proved to be a real tonic for him.  His 
appetite improved and he was always up and interacting 

“‘The Fiduciary, ladies 
and gentlemen,’ Tom 
Simmons finally said as 
he realized what was 
happening.  The audience 
rose, everyone, really, 
giving him the only 
standing ovation I ever 
saw given to a llama 
at Celebrity.”
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with the babies.  He even followed some of the new moms around orgling and bumping them and 
occasionally getting spit on by one that had lost patience with this old fool.  We had him on special 
supplements and vitamins, but it was the interaction with the babies, I’m convinced, that caused him 
to rally.

Finally this summer, inevitably, he began to fade.  By this time we had him right in with the main herd 
of females and babies, but one day he asked to get back into the pen where he had spent so many 
years in splendid isolation.  He staked out a position halfway up the slope and lay down where he 
could see the whole ranch.  There he stayed, unable or unwilling to rise or even to eat or drink.  It was 
obvious to us that he had chosen this place and this time for the end of his life, and so it was.
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The Fiduciary Statue
Created by Casey Colvin
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Mark Smith Farms
A farm tour and Interview with Mark and Susan Smith
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My expectations for Mark and 
Susan Smith’s farm were very high. I 
had never been there myself, but I had 
seen a small handful of photographs of 
beautiful landscapes, well-kept barns, 
and gorgeous llamas. My grandiose 
mental image mostly came from the 
descriptions of friends who had visited 
and described it to me. “It’s absolutely 
gorgeous”,  “There isn’t a speck of dirt 
out of place”, “It’s pretty spectacular”. 
One breeder with a perfectly nice setup 
told me they were glad we had seen 
their farm before we went to the Smiths’ 
as if the visit were going to ruin all other 
farms for me. As we drove by miles of 
corn and soybean fields on our way to 
Mark Smith Farms my visions ventured 
somewhere near marble and gold furnished stables you might see in Dubai. I’m exaggerating of 
course, but only a little. 

We received a warm and enthusiastic, “Welcome to Indiana” from Mark shortly after our arrival, 
and we did feel truly welcome with our gracious hosts, the Smiths. They live in a stately two-story 
farmhouse with a gorgeous wrap-around porch and well-kept landscaping. There are several large 
outbuildings and with matching red and white paint; the barn nearest the house was adorned with red, 
white and blue bunting. It is truly a beautiful farm with some beautiful llamas. 

When we returned home to the northwest and it was my turn to describe what I had seen, I 
found that I was inclined to talk about things other than the beautiful home and barns. Everywhere 
I looked I found much to be admired just below the surface. The wonderful home they live in was 
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Mark’s childhood home. The wrap-around porch that I loved was added by Mark and Susan in 
a recent renovation. Many of the gorgeous matching barns were built by Mark. Mark and Susan 
themselves, who have long impressed me with their success in llama breeding, impressed me even 
more with their hospitality and work ethic. And the beautiful llamas are much more than a hobby, they 
are part of the Smiths’ lifelong passion and vocation for farming and livestock breeding. 

“We both grew up on farms,” Mark said as we sat down and began talking about their long 
history in livestock breeding,  “As a kid, my dad farmed with his brother. I guess there was about 
1,400 acres on this farm right here. We had beef cows as a kid. We had a farrow to finish hog 
operation, a commercial sheep operation, and we grew corn and soybeans and wheat. I’ve been 
farming, I guess, my whole life.” 

Susan added, “I grew up on a farm as well; a sheep and 
grain farm. I came into 4-H showing sheep. That’s how we met, 
showing sheep at the state fair 45 years ago.”

“She grew up driving tractors and cultivating corn, doing 
farm work,” Mark said. “We used to show Southdowns against 
each other.”

Susan smiled and replied in a wistful sort of way, “ I always 
say he married me for my 
sheep.” 

Mark listed several 
examples from his childhood 
about evaluating, selecting, 
and breeding livestock. His 
family didn’t simply own 
sheep, hogs, and cattle, 
they were true livestock 
breeders. Mark remembered 
helping decide which ewes 
they would keep and giving 
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his opinions on what animals they might buy for their operation. Mark was even required to take an 
agriculture class when he was in junior high, which included instruction on livestock judging. The 
Smiths may have purchased their first llamas 25 years ago, but the roots of their llama breeding 
success trace back to their upbringing in Indiana. 

Mark and Susan continued to breed and show Southdown sheep after they were married. As 
successful as their llama breeding career has been, they likely still have some work to do before it 
matches their success in Southdowns. When I asked them to name some highlights from their sheep 
breeding career Mark immediately chimed in with, “Centennial Lady. She was the National Champion 

in ‘82 and ‘83. First two time champion in the 125-
year history of the breed. And she ended up being 
Supreme Champion sheep of all the breeds; many 
that were national champions of their own breeds.

Another sheep accomplishment Mark was 
particularly proud of was winning something called 
“the flock class”. Mark explained, “At the national 
show in Louisville the last class of the day you bring 
in a pair of ewe lambs, a pair of yearling ewes and 
your best buck, that’s called the flock class. That’s 
considered the big class to win. We won that the 
last year we showed sheep and we only took 5 
head. A lot of those people will bring 20, they have 
4 or 5 ewe lambs to pick from, 4 or 5 yearling ewes 
plus several rams, and can choose their 5 based on 
who did the best. Well, we didn’t have any to pick 

from, we only brought 5. And that’s the year we decided to sell out.”
We followed up that story by asking him why they decided to disperse their Southdown flock in 

2002, “I’ve followed the purebred livestock business and you see breeders rise to the top, and it’s 
hard to stay on top, so they end up falling down, and then they decide to sell out. Well, the time to 
sell out is when you’re on top. And by then we were really getting into llamas. It’s tough to do two 

The Smiths with 
Centennial Lady
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species on a national level. We decided, 
‘Hey we’ve done everything we’ve wanted 
to.’ I was probably the first person to judge 
the national show twice, I was president 
of the registry, we had many national 
champions, the challenge just wasn’t there 
anymore. And the llamas were kind of a 
new challenge, how far can we take this 
thing? I had a guy out East who wanted 
to lease our main buck, and I said let me 
think about it. And I said, ‘I’ll tell you what, 
I’ll sell him to you but you’ve got to buy the 
rest of the flock’, and he did.”
 In 1994, when Mark considered 
llamas for the first time he never 
dreamed they would eventually supplant 
Southdowns as the focus of his livestock breeding operation. Mark’s first memory with llamas was at 
his county fair when he mentioned to a fellow sheep breeder that they were starting to look for their 
next Great Pyrenees guard dog for their sheep. This sheep breeder also happened to raise llamas 
and told Mark he should consider them instead of dogs and invited him to come take a look at the 
llamas he would have on display the following day. But Mark hadn’t been convinced yet, “I didn’t even 
bother going down to look at the llamas. Our kids were probably showing in 4-H and we had other 
livestock there.” 

Unsurprisingly it was a llama show that eventually won Mark over. “A couple of weeks later at the 
state fair we were there showing sheep and the llama show at the time was there at the same time 
we were. This guy from the southern part of the county was standing there watching the (llama) show, 
Bob Mitchell. And there was a class of I’m guessing medium wool yearling females, and there were 
about 30 of them in the class. So I’m standing there watching the class, and I’ve judged sheep shows 
and things, so I’m standing there kind of looking at them and kind of scanning the class. And I said, 
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‘Is that a good one?’ And he said, ‘Yeah, that’s a pretty good one’. I didn’t stay to watch the class, I 
went and got something to eat and went back to the sheep arena. The next day Bob Mitchell called 
me over and said, ‘You know that llama you pointed out? Well, she won that class and was champion 
female!’ Well, that’s all it took to get me interested. So I walked to the llama barn and got to looking 
at them, and thought, ‘Well, they are kind of cool’. So we bought a couple of guard llamas; two little 
males from Bob Mitchell.” 

Later that year the Smith’s kids started showing llamas in 4-H and, as Mark put it, “All you had to 
do was reel me in.” 

It didn’t take long for the Smiths to develop an interest in breeding llamas, as they were soon 
placing a call to another llama and sheep breeder named Dick Reese. Dick told Mark that he didn’t 
have any females for sale, but that he would soon be making a trip to a Hartman sale and could pick 
out a couple for him. 

Mark said, “I told him what I wanted to spend and he bought two females, I didn’t see them. He 
bought two and brought them back.”

Susan added, “And we bought a male with him, Okosan.”
Okosan would be the Smiths’ first lead herd sire, purchased in the fall of 1995. He was a son 

of Bolivian Import Oko Castizo, a popular sire at the time, and 
was consigned to the Hartman sale by the Wilkins family. Mark 
remembered, “Okosan was kind of like a big draft horse stud. 
He would come in stompin’ his legs with his head up, almost 
like he was breathing fire out of his nose. He’d want to fight 
every llama out there. He was easy to show and the type that 
demanded your attention”. 

The MSF foundation herd was built primarily through 
auctions. Mark explained, “I don’t think I went to any farms and 
bought anything privately in the first few years. I wanted to go 
to a place that had quite a few available.” That meant regular 
trips to the Hartman sales, and eventually Celebrity. “We’d 
go to these sales and we were about the only ones out there Okosan
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walking them. We’d be out there late at night walking them, 
trying to find out what we like.” In addition to buying their first 
lead herd sire, Okosan, at a Hartman sale they also purchased 
their most important dam, Crown Jewell. She was a cria at her 
dam’s side, and the pair was purchased primarily based on her 
quality. She has produced many of the Smiths’ finest animals 
and is the grand-dam to two striking young females we saw 
during our farm tour. 

“We would buy what we could afford,” Mark said. “I 
remember I was judging a show in Springfield, Illinois, it was 
a quad show the week after Celebrity. All the judges were 
sitting around having dinner and someone was asking ‘What’s 
the most you’ve ever spent on a llama?’ and I said, ‘What do 
you think I’ve spent?’ and a lot of them were saying probably 
$10,000 or $15,000. And I think at the time the most I’d spent 
was $2,300. We would sit there and watch through the whole 
sale and I would end up buying the plain brown ones that had 
the pedigree and conformation that I liked. And one of those 
was Goldilocks, who was a King Crimson daughter I bought 
from Heather and Neil (of Eastfork Ranch), and she ended up 
producing Strike Gold who won Celebrity back when the show 
was really big. I would sit there and we had a budget in mind, and we had young kids and grain prices 
weren’t that great; hog prices weren’t that great. We would sit there and buy what we could afford that 
had some traits I liked.”

In 2002 the Smiths made a high profile purchase, buying half interest in Tuna Catcher from 
Michael and Linda Pierce. Tuna Catcher was already an established, recognizable name in the 
industry. Susan explained, “Okosan gave us really big broody females, but the fiber wasn’t great. But 
that’s when we met up with Michael Pierce and bought half of Tuna Catcher. And Tuna Catcher on our 
Okosan daughters started improving the fiber, and we had the stretch and size from Okosan.” 

Tuna Catcher
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As Tuna Catcher was aging the Smith’s purchased 
half interest in another male, Mystery’s Timone, in 2008. 
Timone had an illustrious show career, and with the Smiths’ 
help he would grow to become a name male in the industry. 
“Timone was stamping them out pretty good.” Mark said, 
“Our Timone get of sire won at Celebrity. I made his mother 
a best in show a few years before we bought him, she was 
a Cipriano female that (Lindsay Kurth) bought and I really 
liked her. Then I found out Timone was out of her. I made 
that deal with Lindsey, we ended up getting half of him 
bought. He was one that really put some nice silky fiber on 
them; stamped out that look.” 

Throughout the Smiths’ llama breeding career 
they have rotated males in and out, but have tended to 
emphasize one lead herd sire at a time. Some of the males 
who never quite achieved the MSF lead herd sire title have a great deal of name recognition and have 

produced some fabulous offspring. GNLC Full Tilt was used heavily at MSF 
for a couple of years before he was sold to Sarah McGovern of California. 
Silver Moon Tresor was a full brother to Silver Moon Jamali and has a couple 
of offspring in the MSF foundation herd. Hard Rock’s Inferno was purchased 
in partnership with Darrell and Merlene Anderson but unexpectedly passed 
away after just one breeding season. Champagner and LAMS Nutcracker are 
likely the most well known of this group of MSF herd sires, they both arrived in 
early 2015 when the Smiths purchased the Sapaveco herd from Courtnee and 
Robin Benson. 

The story of the Sapaveco herd purchase started the previous summer 
while Mark was judging the 2014 ILR Gathering. A three-year-old black male 
named GNLC Crocket walked in the ring and left a big impression on Mark. 
“The year I judged the Gathering, (the Bensons) showed Crocket. I loved him. 

Lindsey Kurth with 
Mystery’s Timone

 LAMS Nutcracker
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He tripped my trigger,” Mark said while chuckling. “I couldn’t get him out 
of my mind, so I contacted them and said you wouldn’t sell maybe half 
of Crocket, would you? They said they’d think about it, and finally about 
a month later they said, ‘Yeah if you want him, we’ll sell you half’.” 

A few months after becoming partners on Crocket, Mark received 
an email from Robin Benson of Sapaveco. The Bensons lived in Texas, 
and Robin explained to Mark that they would be dispersing their herd 
because they were having to travel too much between going to shows 
and transporting their animals back and forth from Colorado to avoid 
the Texas heat. They offered the herd in its entirety to Mark and Susan. 
Mark remembered, “The first thing I thought was, ‘Boy, then I’d have 
all of Crocket!’, and (the Bensons) were starting to get babies from him 
and I liked what I saw. I saw what llamas they were buying at some of 
the sales and they were getting some really good females, and then she 
sent me the list and dang it was a good bunch of llamas. It took some 
negotiating, grain prices weren’t that great, and that’s about the start of 
when llama prices were starting to go down. That kind of weighed on 
my mind a little bit, do you invest in something where the future doesn’t 
look real good right now?” 

The Smiths decided to invest in the Sapaveco herd, and it has paid 
off in a big way. Champagner and Nutcracker both made their mark on 
the MSF keeper herd before moving on to other homes. Nutcracker has gone back home to Barbara 
Reinecke of Lamara Springs Llamas, but not before producing several keeper daughters and a 
replacement son, MSF Firecracker, for the Smiths. A notable female from the Sapaveco acquisition is 
Mighty Joe’s Daphne, who came with another MSF foundation female in utero, Sapaveco’s Courtnee. 
Daphne has gone on to produce MSF Show Stopper, MSF Purple Reign, and MSF Showtime, three 
of the Smiths most well known and highest-selling animals in recent years. As great as some of the 
Sapaveco animals were, the star of this purchase was undoubtedly full interest in GNLC Crocket. 
Crocket’s impact was on full display as we toured the farm with Mark and Susan Smith. 

GNLC Crocket
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As we entered the female field the moms and crias were spread out and grazing, a few were 
finding shade to chew their cud under a large shade tree near the house. The Smiths split their crias 
between spring and fall groups, so we were only seeing roughly half of their 2019 crop. The spring 
crias are a very consistent group, with a few outstanding animals at the top of the class. 

When I asked Mark how he decided who to breed to who he said, “It’s easy if you have a stud 
who’s hitting on all cylinders. It’s kind of a no-brainer with Crocket right now. Of course, that’s the 
reason we bought Estevao; we needed something to breed to our 
Crocket daughters. So far it looks like that’s going to nick really well. 
It becomes almost automatic that way. That’s a Nutcracker daugh-
ter? She’s going to Crocket. That’s a Crocket daughter? She’s going 
to Estevao.” 

The keeper Crocket daughters are a special group. During 
our tour, a tall silver female named MSF T Bird was recently shorn 
and looked show-ring ready. She was to attend the Indiana State 
Fair the following weekend with her Estevao cria, MSF Mustang 
Sally. Mark explained that one of the highlights of the state fair 
is the cruising cria class, judged by a well known 
Hoosier. MSF T Bird is the first cross of Estevao with 
a Crocket daughter, and if this large flashy female is 
any indication, it appears that the Smiths have found 
a good match for their Crocket girls in Estevao. 

When asked what crias might be keepers Mark 
said, “What their dam has produced in the past is a 
big part of it. We’re big fans of keeping our own re-
placement females because we know the history on 
them and know what their dams have produced. A lot 
of times it goes back several generations where we’ve 
sold very few out of that female line.”

MSF T Bird

MSF Mustang Sally
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 One of the best examples of this is Crown Jewell, 
one of the Smiths original foundation females. This 
nearly flawless female with striking markings, gorgeous 
ears, and tons of presence will be 23 years old this fall. 
She is exactly the kind of female you’d want to build a 
breeding program around and the Smiths have. Crown 
Jewell is one of those rare females who produced ten 
female crias in her breeding career, seven of them went 
on to produce crias of their own for the Smiths, and 
several of them are still in production today. A black 
and white eight-month-old female out of MSF Jewell’s 
Tiffany was given her grandmother’s namesake. She 
proved herself worthy this year at the ILR Gathering by 
being named National Champion silky female. Susan 
remarked, “Sometimes you’ll say, ‘If I could change one 
thing about that animal...’ and usually there’s something. 
I said to Mark the other day, ‘You know what I’d change about her? I’d 
put more swirls of color on her other side.”
 It was another Crown Jewell granddaughter, MSF Olivia, who 
caught our attention throughout our time at MSF. My eyes immediately 
go to her dark, perfect ears, which stand out even more against her 
white face. The line between brown and white is perfectly placed be-
tween her neck and withers, making her neck look even longer. She 
posed over and over again as we walked through the pasture, a per-
fect profile with her tail set, topline, upright neck, and those ears. Her 
sire is Estevao, and her dam is MSF Jewell’s Opal, by Timone and 
Crown Jewell. This stunning young female has a bright future ahead 
of her, and it doesn’t sound like Mark and Susan have any plans to 
add her to the sales list. 

MSF Crown Jewell

MSF Olivia
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MSF Crown Jewell

MSF Jewell’s Opal
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 MSF Olivia and MSF Crown Jewell may not be for sale, but the Smiths 
are no strangers to selling their best. This spring they celebrated their 
25th-anniversary raising llamas by selling 25 animals between two sales, 
three at March Llama Madness and 22 at a production sale at their farm with 
Justin Timm Auction Service. When discussing their sale I enjoyed the follow-
ing exchange, and I thought I’d share it with you intact.

Susan: “Our sale was just phenomenal. The response we had was 
overwhelming, and then two weeks later with Darrell at March Madness. 
Some of our neighbors came out, and they knew we raised llamas and stuff 
but when they saw the prices we were getting it raised their opinion of what 
we are doing here.”

Kyle: “Are there any animals you regret parting with?” 
Mark: “Well yeah. Purple Reign.”
Susan: “Regret it... I don’t know. We were happy with the homes 

they went to.”
Mark: “We sure haven’t had to work as hard showing llamas this 

summer, we usually take 16 or 18 to the shows. Some of the females 
that we sold, like Corabelle to Ron and Gail (Wilkinson) would have 
been a good one to hang onto for our show string.”

Susan: “It was just good for business, we have to share some of 
our good ones.”

Mark: “If you’ve been in business for 25 years and can’t afford to 
sell some good ones then something is wrong.”
 The Smiths certainly did sell some good ones, and it worked out 
very well for them. Their 22 lots grossed more than $100,000, and had 
better than a $4,500 average. The highlight, and high seller, of their farm 
sale was MSF Showtime at $14,000.  The next month Showtime’s full 
sister, MSF Purple Reign stole the show. Purple Reign is a 2 year old 
former National Champion who sold at the March Llama Madness sale 

“If you’ve been in 
business for 25 
years and can’t 
afford to sell 
some good ones 
then something 
is wrong”

MSF Purple Reign
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for $20,000 to Rick and Mary Adams, the highest llama auction price in several years. Mark said they 
enjoyed hosting everyone at the farm and talked about how they always looked forward to farm sales 
when they were more common. When I asked Mark if they would think about putting on another sale 
he said, “Yeah I imagine. With our sheep sales, there were four of us around the country and we’d put 
on a joint sale. Each of us would put about 15 in. I could see, maybe in the future, inviting a few other 
people to come in with us to put on another sale.”

During our tour, Mighty Joe’s Daphne was another animal who commanded our attention. When 
we first saw her she was posing on top of the manure mound; she looked so large, proud, and im-
pressive up there. Even after leaving the mound she seemed to be “on” throughout our tour. Her 
daughter, Sapaveco’s Courtnee, was equally impressive. She combines her dam’s presence and 
build with a swan neck and some more refined characteristics from her sire, Nutcracker. Courtnee 
had a flashy Crocket female at her side, who looks like she will be just as special as her dam and 
grand-dam. 

Mighty Joe’s Daphne Sapaveco’s Courtnee MSF Lady Justice
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While in this pasture we also got to see Mark and Susan’s 
creep feeder and hear about their famous feeding program for 
their young animals. Mark explained that one of the lessons 
he’s learned raising livestock his entire life is that animals have 
enormous potential for growth in their early weeks and months if 
they are fed well. They attempt to provide all-you-can-eat hay and 
grain to their crias. Mark described their custom grain mix, “We 
have a local mill mix it up for us. It’s basically the sheep ration 
we’ve used for the last 40 years, we lowered the protein down just 
a bit, but it’s basically the same that we’ve always fed our sheep. 
We have a creep pen available, when they’re a few weeks old 
we’ll start pushing them in. It’s good to have a few older babies to 
show them where the good hay is, where the good feed is. That 
good nutrition is important to take advantage of that early growth 
that they are capable of. When we first started we bought some of 
that llama feed where you pay twice as much for it. You get a bag 
and it smells stale. We’ll put our fresh grain out, and every couple 
of days we’ll clean it out and give it to the females. We give (the 
crias) our best hay.” 

The growth rate of the crias is important to the Smiths 
because size is one of their breeding goals. But Mark also 
expressed that size is not their number one priority, “People associate me with liking big llamas, well 
yeah. Partly because I’m 6’4. I like females that are big and elegant. People are attracted to the big 
ones, but conformation is still king for me. I’d rather have a small one with great conformation than 
a big one that’s got some problems. I also don’t go out and measure my llamas. Either they’re big 
enough, or they’re not.” 

The Smiths run two fields of females; one has the moms with crias and females needing extra 
feed, the other has females who are good on their weight and aren’t due for a few months. When we 
toured the farm the second female field had a mix of open females and females due this fall. 
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The highlight of this field for me was MSF Strike Gold. 
Strike Gold is a daughter of East Fork Goldilocks, who was a 
King Crimson daughter, and one of the Smiths’ early auction 
purchases. Strike Gold was a 2008 Celebrity World Futurity 
Champion among other show ring accomplishments. She was 
another female who was constantly strutting her stuff as we 
walked her field.

If you know one thing about the Mark Smith Farms’ llama 
herd it is that they like to show and they are very successful at 
it. Mark told us, “Showing is probably the best form of marketing 
you can do. The proof is in the pudding.” They truly believe in 
the power of the show ring to market your program; for a couple 
of years, the Smiths had an incentive program in place where 
they wrote a check of up to $1,000 to people who purchased 
MSF animals and won with them in the show ring. MSF Strike Gold

MSF Strike GoldMSF White GoldMSF Elsa
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Susan put it this way, “We’re competitive, but get an even 
bigger kick out of people doing well with animals we’ve sold them.”

It isn’t only about the marketing though. “Showing is kind of 
our hobby,” Mark said. “We don’t play golf, we don’t have a boat... 
We’re getting too old to play sports anymore, it’s a way to stay 
competitive. I like the challenge of pitting my management, and 
everything else against the next breeder. God has given me a tal-
ent, I think, to breed livestock, how to pair up males and females 
together. I like putting my abilities up against everybody else’s 
abilities.”

Susan told us, “One of the things (Mark) has always said is 
that you may not have the very best animal, but you have control 
over your grooming and your showing. By golly, we’re going to 
make them look good going out into the show ring.” The Smiths 
seem to have a well thought out plan for every part of their llama 
operation, and grooming is no exception. They described tying 
their entire show string in a line and putting them through an “as-
sembly line” with their finely tuned grooming techniques. They pre-
fer a particular style of brush, they use a shampoo spray nozzle, 
and they have a certain order that the grooming is always done in.  

Mark explained, “When you mate a male and a female to-
gether you don’t have control over what you’re getting, you only 
have an idea what you hope they’ll look like. But when it comes to 
the show ring you have 100% control over grooming and showing. 
We’re pretty passionate about grooming, we’ve never shown in a 
hobo show.”

“We’d get kicked out of the ring!” Susan says and laughs.  
In addition to good breeding, good management, and good 

grooming, both Mark and Susan are excellent showmen. They 

“When you mate a 
male and a female 
together you don’t 
have control over 
what you’re getting, 
you only have an 
idea what you hope 
they’ll look like. 
But when it comes 
to the show ring 
you have 100% con-
trol over grooming 
and showing.”
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have honed their skills over decades in sheep and llama rings at 
various county and state fairs, and have had a great deal of suc-
cess in the national shows for both species. 

Mark repeated the point multiple times that a good showman 
can make all the difference. “Just because you spent $40,000 for 
a female doesn’t mean you’re automatically going to win. They 
don’t show themselves. The judge has to place them the way 
they see them that day. You might put them in the fourth hole 
because that’s how they performed that day. And (the exhibitor) 
might get upset and say, ‘You saw how much I paid for that llama.’ 
Well yeah, but you’ve got to go out there and show them. Back 
when we got started $2,000 was a lot of money for us to spend 
on a llama, but I got a lot of enjoyment beating those $30,000 
and $40,000 llamas. Some people had the money to spend but it 
evened the playing field because I knew how to feed, groom and 
show. I was buying the plain brown ones but I’d take them home 
and groom them and get them looking right, and we could com-
pete against those people.”
 The combination of their breeding expertise, their perfected feeding program, and their immea-
surable show ring experience is very hard to compete with. Mark pointed out yet another advantage 
they hold, “People have got to realize that we have a fairly large herd, we have quite a few babies 
born every year, so we have a lot to pick from. Kay was always tough to get around, because she had 
a large herd like us, and she could pick and choose. And you expect (show ring success) from some-
body like that who’s been at it a long time.”
 The Smiths have now been breeding and showing llamas for 25 years, and the show ring has 
been a focal point for them since day one. They have experience breeding, raising, fitting, and show-
ing sheep going back decades. The Smiths’ results in the show ring are impressive, but Mark is right, 
we should expect nothing less from a pair of expert breeders and showmen who have been at this 
a long time. “I don’t want any more than what I deserve,” Mark said. “Sometimes you get more than 
what you deserve, sometimes you get less than you deserve.”

MSF Venus
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 After viewing the females it was time to get a look at the males. We started with MSF Fire-
cracker, the Smiths’ Nutcracker replacement. His sire needs no introduction; Mark mentioned that he 
thought he might be the most recognizable llama among breeders. Firecracker’s dam is MSF Glitter, 
a Timone daughter out of MSF Strike Gold. Firecracker has the same long neck, great ears, and exot-
ic fiber coverage that Nutcracker is known for. It will be exciting to see what he can do in the breeding 
pen; his first crias are expected this fall. 

Pastured near the herd sires is Mark and Susan’s small flock of Southdown sheep, acquired in 
the last couple of years. Mark said,  “At one time we were up to about 150 ewes, I don’t think I’ll get 
back to that point again but I’d like to be able to keep 20 breeding ewes 
or so.” When we asked Mark what brought them back to Southdown 
sheep after focusing on llamas for more than a decade, he said, “That 
was a big part of our lives for many years. I’d still always go down and 
watch the national show and talk to our breed secretary.  We had a lot of 
friends that we kept in contact with. And now our grandkids are getting 
of age and our kids enjoyed showing sheep, and I missed it. One of 
the farms we’ve been farming for years sold, so we’re not grain farming 
as much as we used to, I’m not pulled in quite so many directions. But 
again it’s that challenge, I’ve done it once can I do it again?” By “done it” 

MSF Firecracker
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Mark, of course, means achieved national show 
ring success and notoriety.
 It’s not every day that you talk to a breeder 
that has been so successful with two different 
species, so we took some time to talk about the 
biggest differences between breeding sheep and 
breeding llamas. We asked if it was harder to 
find a near-perfect Southdown or a near-perfect 
llama. Mark responded, “It’s probably harder to 
find a near-perfect llama.” Susan added, “But 
don’t you think you can make a sheep look more 
perfect in the show ring? Because with sheep 
you’ve got two people out there, you can fix an 
imperfect top line, set their legs how you want 
them. I think they can make them more perfect-
looking out in the show ring. Sometimes when I’m 
showing a llama I wish I had a second person out 
there, just to set that leg right.”

Southdown sheep have a strict breed 
standard, which llamas don’t have for a few 
reasons. The variety of llamas is fun but can 
make building a herd of a consistent type more 
challenging. “(In sheep) they’re all the same 
color, they all look alike,” Mark said. “The first 
show I ever judged in my life was our National 
breed show, they wanted a breeder to judge it, 
my brother and I had proven ourselves had some 
national champions. They wanted a breeder to 
judge it instead of a sheep extension specialist 

Dutch Flats 
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or somebody like that. There was a class of something like 80 yearling 
females and we had to place them first to last. You look at them and 
they’re all the same type, all the same color. When you look at a llama 
show you’ve got different colors, different sizes.”

Further describing the differences between the species he said, “In 
sheep, I’d like to go out and buy a half a dozen half-sisters from a flock, 
as far as being able to predict what kind of ram to put em on. But that 
opportunity never presents itself in llamas. Everybody kind of puts to-
gether llamas from here there and everywhere, so it takes a while to get 
that sorted out and start producing something that’s got your stamp on 
it. It’s kind of neat now people can spot our llamas even though we’ve 
sold them and aren’t showing them. They say, ‘That looks like a Smith 

llama.’ In llamas, you can’t make as fast of 
progress as you can with sheep or hogs. 
With pigs, you can have two and a half litters a year and you have a 
litter of 10 to 13. With sheep, you can have twins. With llamas, you just 
can’t move as fast, if you lose a baby or you think you have them bred 
and they’re not, you’ve lost a whole year.”

Then we moved into ways that breeding the two species are the 
same. Mark discussed the need to mix things up to keep your program 
on top. “You’ve gotta go out of left field every once in a while, to make 
a big change you’ve got to go extreme sometimes. We had a ram one 
year that we took to the midwest stud ram sale, the biggest purebred 
sheep sale in the world. It’s always there at the hottest week of the 
year in the Sedalia state fairgrounds in Missouri. Anyways, we had a 
ram there that was ahead of his time, really extreme. They would judge 
them, you had a day in between, and they sold them the next day. We 
had a stud there who was really different. How the judge placed them 
determined the sale order, and he ended up being 14th in his class.”MSF High Point

MSF Melania
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“The judge probably didn’t know where to put him,” Susan added.
“Come sale day the other 13 in the class sold ahead of him, and they 

didn’t sell very good,” Mark said, “Everybody was saying, ‘I’m gonna get that 
Smith ram, he’s down in the 14th hole, way down on the sale list. We’re going 
to get him bought for little or nothing…’ He ended up being the top-selling ram 
that year.” 
 Next up on our tour was Estevao, the newest member of the Smiths’ herd 
sire lineup. Estevao was purchased from the Ollendicks in 2017. In addition 
to loving his look, Mark appreciated his pedigree. Estevao is from the famous 
E-Line through his sire Eskalero. He also has Tuna Catcher on both the sire 
and dam’s side of his pedigree and goes back to the Smiths’ foundation fe-
male Crown Jewell. Estevao had three crias this spring, including the gor-
geous girl on the cover of this issue, MSF 
Olivia. 

 In the paddock next door is the guy we had been waiting to 
see, GNLC Crocket. I can simply say that if all we did was fly out 
to Indiana, spend a few minutes looking at Crocket only to turn 
around and fly back home the trip would have been worth it. His 
head is masculine with a perfect set of ears, and an upright neck. 
He is always standing show-ring ready with his legs perfectly 
square and a high tail set. He has a robust build with dense silky/
suri fiber flowing down to his lower legs. Any fault one might find 
in this male is surely a matter of personal preference; for me, it 
doesn’t get much better than GNLC Crocket. Mark and Susan 
unsurprisingly agree with my assessment, each naming him as an 
example of their ideal llama. 

Estevao

GNLC Crocket
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When we got onto the topic of Crocket, Mark said, 
“To make progress a stud needs to produce better than 
himself. So I learned going back to my purebred sheep 
days when you have a stud that really works you keep as 
many daughters as you can, or keep a son that’s as good 
or better. You make progress that way, if you’re not moving 
forward you’re moving backward. I’ve had some rams and 
stud llamas where yeah you get some good ones, but 
you have some that are pretty so-so too. I talked about 
Tuna Catcher, he was one of those males that was super 
consistent. Tuna Catcher and Crocket are males that make 
you look really smart. They improve on just about every 
female you breed them to. So those types are what you 
want to use hard… The ones that really work use them 
hard, keep some daughters and a son and move them on.”

Moving back to Crocket specifically he said, “I’m 
looking at keeping about two or three Crocket sons 
right now, to figure out which one is going to be the best 
producer, and then keep several Crocket daughters, then 
maybe eventually we’ll sell Crocket.”
 At this Susan audibly gasps, Mark starts to second 
guess himself and laughs as he says, “Off the record, the 
phones going to start ringing off the hook.”

Crocket is just eight years old and has produced over 
80 offspring, the large majority of which the Smiths have 
sold. While he has made a big impact on the Smiths’ herd 
and they have kept several daughters, they still have a 
large group of unrelated females to breed him to.

GNLC Crocket
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 At the time of our tour, the Smiths had eight Crocket sons of 
varying ages, not including 2019 offspring. In addition to vying to 
replace their sire, Mark referred to them as “Crocket insurance”. He 
explained that hardly anyone pays to insure their llamas anymore, 
and these boys provide peace of mind in case something happens 
to Crocket. The only proven male in the group of Crocket sons 
was Sapaveco’s Rewind and Repeat, who is also a Nutcracker 
grandson. MSF Blue Genes is tall and stout; he is a grandson of 
Okosan and Crown Jewell. They also had a group of four yearling 
Crocket sons with very similar markings. The Crocket son bearing 
the most resemblance to his sire was MSF Indiana Jones, a ten-
month-old male out of a Timone daughter. In the spring 2019 crop, 
there was an impressive Crocket son, MSF Rizzo, who may be 
joining the group of potential replacements for his sire if someone 
doesn’t talk the Smiths out of him. 

Sapaveco’s Rewind and Repeat

MSF Blue GenesMSF Indiana JonesGNLC Crocket SonsMSF Rizzo
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 As our conversation moved to the future it was clear that 
the Smiths have no plans of slowing down their llama breeding 
operation any time soon. 

“Our female herd is probably the strongest it’s ever been, 
with the acquisitions we’ve made, with our Tuna Catcher 
daughters, our Timone daughters, and our Crocket daughters,” 
Mark said. “We’re planning on having llamas even after we 
retire. We’re getting closer to retirement age.”
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Susan chimed in with, “But we’re not getting old!”
Mark continued, “Yeah, we’re not getting old. As long as we’re capable, we’ll always have live-

stock. Llamas are probably one of the easiest species to care for we’ve ever had. So I can see it 
giving us some retirement income. And as long as we have the health to travel we’ll still like to show 
some. People asked me when we were having our sale, ‘Well are you downsizing?’ Well, no we aren’t 
downsizing. If the sales stay good we’ll keep breeding as many females as we can. Things are on the 
incline as far as demand goes.”

Susan summed it up with, “We plan on being in it a while.”
 Mark Smith Farms is truly a beautiful place. A gorgeous home, well-kept landscaping, matching 
barns, impressive llamas, and successful owner-operators in Mark and Susan.  Underneath the 
beautiful surface, you will find handmade feeders, well thought out pasture layouts, and a functional 
working farm that allows Mark and Susan to pursue their lifelong passion for breeding and showing 
livestock. Behind it all are two people who have worked hard for decades to make this dream of a 
farm a reality. The llama industry is fortunate to have two people with such passion, knowledge, and 
dedication set their sights on raising the most beautiful llamas in the country. For the last 25 years, 
they have rolled up their sleeves and made tremendous headway on that goal. I look forward to 
seeing what the coming years will bring in the MSF llama program. 
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Solid Rock Llamas
An Interview and Farm tour with 
Darrell and Merlene Anderson

Solid Rock’s Flair
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 When we arrived at Darrell and 
Merlene’s front door in West Lafayette, 
Indiana, we were greeted by Darrell, their 
adorable dog Coco, and the smell of delicious 
home-cooked breakfast wafting through 
the air. Merlene was hard at work in the 
kitchen. After giving us a warm welcome, 
she excitedly told us about the new recipe 
she was trying that morning. Their small, 
but gorgeous llama herd was in view from 
the kitchen table as we sat, talked llamas, 
and enjoyed our breakfast. When I entered 
the Andersons’ home, I thought I had a 
decent understanding of Darrell the polished 
auctioneer and respected judge, and Merlene 
the passionate show manager and promoter. 
Over the next several hours my respect 
and admiration for these two people grew 
exponentially as we sat and heard their 
stories about livestock, llamas, auctions, 
shows, and life. 
 Darrell and Merlene both grew up on farms. Merlene’s family raised cattle and had a small 
feed lot for feeding fat cattle. Darrell’s father raised hogs and milked a small dairy herd, and Darrell 
maintained his own flock of purebred sheep. 

Darrell and Merlene with Solid Rock’s Sandstone
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 Merlene shared the story of how they met, and Darrell interjected a couple of witty and well 
timed comments that had everyone at the table laughing. 

Merlene: “We grew up in the same community, went to the same 
church. Darrell dated my older sister, and then he dated my 
cousin. So, we knew each other growing up. He didn’t like me 
any more than I liked him, but here we are!”

Darrell: “They owned a lot of cattle, so I thought they had a lot of 
money, but it turned out the bank owned the cattle.”

Merlene: “That’s the way it goes. In ‘74 around Christmas time, 
our church was doing a Christmas Cantata and we had to sit by 
each other in the choir because of the height arrangement. So, 
after the performance, we were all going to go out to his Uncle’s 
place to hang out and decompress. Darrell asked me if I wanted 
a ride out and I said, ‘Well sure.’ He had a Monte Carlo, it was a 
new Monte Carlo, and it was the year the new landau top came 
out. It was burgundy with the white landau top. It was a sharp car. 
It was a beautiful car. I really liked that car.”

Darrell: “It was a chick magnet.”

Merlene: “About a half-mile down the road I stopped oohing and 
aahing about the car and there was no conversation. That’s awkward. So, Darrell said, ‘Do you want 
to see a picture of my ram?’”

Darrell: “That’s a great pickup line if you ever need one.”

“About a half-mile 
down the road I 
stopped oohing and 
aahing about the 
car and there was 
no conversation. 
That’s awkward. 
So, Darrell said, ‘Do 
you want to see a 
picture of my ram?’”
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Merlene: “So I said sure, and in the back seat of his car was a photo of Peak Profit, which was the 
junior ram lamb that was the record selling ram lamb at that time and Darrell had bought him at the 
Iowa State Fair.” 

Darrell: “And he won Chicago International Show later that year, which the following year they moved 
to Louisville and changed the name to the North American International Livestock Exposition.”

Merlene: “That was the start of it 
all. He had Southdowns, he had 
Hampshires, he had Suffolks; so, 
what’s the difference between them? 
That really started my interest in 
species and breeds. Up until then, I 
knew there were cattle, I knew there 
were sheep. A lot of our dates from 
that point on were out in the barn. 
He’d work all week and Saturday 
we’d spend all day in the barn. We’d 
lamb out ewes, we’d dock tails, we’d 
vaccinate, we’d ear tag. We spent a 
lot of time sitting on a bale of straw 
with Darrell teaching me. I thought 
he was going to get tired of all my 
questions. I’d ask about feet and 
legs, I’d ask about shoulder junctions, 
I asked about everything.”

Darrell with Peak Profit
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 Darrell was well on his way to being the livestock judging expert we know him as today, and 
surely had a great deal of knowledge to share with Merlene on these barn dates. “We probably 
wouldn’t be sitting here today having this discussion if it wasn’t for livestock judging,” Darrell said. 
“Between my junior and senior year of high school we had a young man from the University of 
Minnesota come down on a summer internship to be an extension agent. He formed a livestock 
judging team, which I knew nothing about at that point. Well, we turned out to be pretty good at it. 
We got third in the state contest that year and got to go to Kansas City for the national contest. That 
turned me around because I wasn’t thinking about going to college. Nobody in my family had ever 
gone to college, but because of livestock judging, I 
wanted to go. So I ended up going to South Dakota 
State University. I was on the Livestock, Meats and 
Wool Judging teams. I helped coach the livestock 
team a couple of years. When we got married, we 
moved back to Minnesota, and I was the county 
extension agent and I coached the National 
Champion 4-H livestock judging team.”
 “Here’s the part of that story that nobody 
knows,” Merlene added. “In Minnesota, for the 
14 previous years the 4-H livestock judging state 
contest was won by Jackson County, the county just 
south of where he was county agent. So, Darrell 
took these five kids, just green as could be, and 
they beat Jackson county who’d been winning for 
14 years.”
 Darrell added, “I always tell people it was a 
bigger struggle for us to win the state contest than it 
was to win the national.”
 After they were married, they continued the 
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Suffolk breeding program that Darrell had started. “We had a pretty good flock, at one time we had 
120 ewes.” Darrell said, “We started the Minnesota State Suffolk Show and Sale, that’s the first 
show we ever started and managed ourselves. That’s still going today. I was elected to the National 
Board of Directors and elected President of the National Suffolk Sheep Association; this is back when 
Suffolks were in their heyday.” 
 Darrell and Merlene shared a wonderful story from their sheep breeding days, about one of the 
most well-known Suffolks that they produced, Creator’s Design.
 “I can remember I had to pull this ram lamb out, he was huge.” Merlene said, “I can still picture 
it today. I assisted in the birth, and I ran to the house to call Darrell. I said, ‘You’ve got to come home 
(from work), you will not believe this baby who just hit the ground.’ So, 5 minutes later here comes 
Darrell out to the barn and he just says, ‘Wow.’ He was something else.”
 Darrell chimed in, “Later on in the spring we had a club lamb production sale, every spring we 
had a sale and we would sell off the lambs. We had a gentlemen come up from Nebraska and he 
bought a few through a mail bid, when he came to pick up his purchases, he said, ‘Do you have 
anything else?’ And I said, ‘We’ve just got this buck but we’re going to hang onto him and show him 
a bit.’ ‘Well, where’s he?’ Well, we went to look at him and he stood up and strutted his stuff, looked 
really cool. And we left the barn and we were about halfway to the house, and he said, ‘Well, would 
you sell him?’ and I said, ‘We probably could but we weren’t planning on it.’ And he said, ‘Well, what 
would you ask?’ And (Merlene and I) hadn’t talked about this at all, but I said, ‘Oh, $7,500’. He said, 
‘Sold. I’ll give you $7,500.’”
 Merlene picked the story back up, “He was out of a female that we had named Miss Kopp. She 
was really, really special, and we had just gotten really grounded in our faith and one of the things 
we had learned about was the giving of the first fruits. So, you give your best. So, we had amongst 
ourselves given Miss Kopp to the Lord, no questions asked. So, we were in a small church, but there 
was a lot of good things happening in that church, and one of the things that they needed to do was 
to get new pews for the church. And we said, ‘We’ll cover it.’ We borrowed the money and bought the 
pews. Do you know what the cost of the pews were?” Merlene leaves a long pause, giving away the 
answer to her question with her facial expressions, “Creator’s Design. And that’s pretty much been 
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the solid foundation of who we are and what we are. You can’t out 
give God.”
 In 1978, while he was working as a county extension agent 
in Minnesota, Darrell pursued a lifelong dream of becoming an 
auctioneer. Darrell said, “I grew up loving to go to farm sales and 
livestock sales, I just loved listening to those auctioneers chant 
and the auctioneer song. So, in December of 1978, I went down to 
Kenneth Gregg’s School of Auctioneering in Texas.”
  “It was his Christmas present,” Merlene said, “I couldn’t 
handle it anymore. I said, ‘If you’re gonna do it, let’s learn how to 
do it right.” 
 Darrell continued, “It was only a week long, but it was pretty 
intense. When we flew back to Minneapolis, I bought a really good 
PA system. I’ve always believed that if you’re going to do this right, 
you’d better have a good PA system. So, I bought a really good 
PA system that I used for 20 or 30 years. She bought me a gavel 
and gave it to me. Every sale I ever did since then I’ve used that gavel except for last year’s MLM I 
couldn’t find it... We found it after the sale was over. I used that gavel at every other sale I ever did.”
 One of the farms that Darrell did sheep sales for was Ben Huff, a long-time sheep breeder, and 
early llama breeder. Darrell remembered, “I used to do Suffolk sheep sales for Ben, he was in the 
Suffolk business. I get a call from Ben one day and he said, ‘I’d like to have you come out and have a 
sale.’ And I said, ‘Well what are you selling?’ He said, ‘Llamas.’ And I said, ‘Excuse me?’ And he said, 
‘Llamas, you ever done a llama sale?’ So, I thought, ‘That will be interesting.’ So, we went out early so 
I could learn the language, I didn’t know what to call them. This (sale) was first class, I had to wear a 
tuxedo.”
 “They had a 5-piece brass band that played out in the pasture the day before, just first class,” 
Merlene added. 
 Darrell said, “Before the sale, I’m nervous as a tick so I said, ‘Ben, I’ve got to know what you 

“I grew up loving to 
go to farm sales 
and livestock 
sales, I just loved 
listening to those 
auctioneers chant”
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think these are going to bring.’ So, we sat down with a catalog and he told me what he hoped they’d 
bring. I remember totaling them up in the motel room, it was about $440,000 is what he hoped they’d 
bring. And I remember telling Merlene, ‘Well if they only bring $100,000 whose fault is it gonna be? 
It’s gonna be the auctioneer’s fault.’ Well, the first one in the ring he was hoping for $30,000. We went 
to $57,000 in about 10 seconds. The sale brought $660,000; it averaged $22,000. We did $220,000 
more than he dreamt possible.”
 “We fell in love with llamas, but the sale averaged $22,000, we weren’t ready to buy yet. Merlene 
fell in love with a female named Wisteria, that brought $34,000.” Darrell said. 
 Merlene remembered, “Tom Marino bought her, from Massachusetts. Loaded her up in his 
minivan and took her all across the United States. I said, ‘What is she going to do if she has to go to 
the bathroom?!’ And he said, ‘I’ve got this coffee can full of llama beans. We’ll just sprinkle the beans 
on the ground and then she’ll get out of the van 
and she’ll smell that and then she’ll go back in 
the van.’”
 Darrell and Merlene had fallen in love with 
llamas, but they were not ready to dive into the 
llama industry, at least not at late 1980s prices. 
The Andersons would eventually start their llama 
breeding operation in 2000. I will let Darrell, the 
master storyteller, describe the twists and turns 
of his career over those 14 years. 
 “I was working as the county extension 
agent, and a bank had been bugging me for 2 
years to come work for them, and finally I said, 
‘Well, will you give me a 4 day work week?’ and they agreed so that was pretty cool to have Fridays 
off. And at the time they wanted to add Ag lending, so I put $6.5 million worth of ag loans on the 
books in a year and a half. I knew all the people there because I had been the county extension 
agent. Then one day I come into the office after the State Fair, and the President’s office was totally 

One more thing...
Darrell: So I judged the Big E 
about five years ago and I made 
this juvenile suri female grand, 
and as Tom Marino walked out of 
the ring he says, ‘This is a Wisteria 
grand daughter’.
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empty and I said, ‘What’s going on?’ And they said, ‘We got bought out by another bank, and a new 
president is coming in.’ Well, me and the new president didn’t get along very good. One day he called 
me in and said, ‘We don’t understand this four-day work week.’ and I said, ‘Well it’s pretty simple, I 
work Monday through Thursday and have Fridays off.’ He said, ‘Well what do the other employees 
think about that?’ and I said, ‘I haven’t heard any complaints, have you?’ And he said, ‘No, but it 
can cause problems. So as of today, you’re back to a five-day work week.’ Well, they didn’t increase 
my salary, and I had taken a pay cut to go to four days, so that didn’t work out too good. Then on 
December 15th, 1985, they call me into the office, and they had this piece of paper with 25 names on 
it and they slid it across the desk and said, ‘We want those 25 loans called today.’ And I said, ‘Guys, 
we’re 10 days ahead of Christmas. Can’t we wait and do this after the first of the year?’ And they said, 
‘Nope we’re going to do it today.’ The new bank had decided they wanted to get out of ag lending, so 
they took my six and a half million dollars worth of loans and wanted to call them all in. I said, ‘No you 
call them.’ So, I walked out and went home and told Merlene I had just quit my job. I’m not going to 
do what they asked me to do. So, we went the whole year of ‘86 without a job. We had the sheep and 
some auctioneering income. Not a lot, but some.”
 Merlene added, “Darrell had a great collection of farm toys, we sold all the farm toys. We got to a 
point where we were down to a dime between the two of us. A literal dime.”
 Darrell continued, “I got a call that they were looking for a new Executive Secretary for the 
American Yorkshire Club, located in West Lafayette, Indiana. So, I went down and interviewed. I didn’t 
get the job, they offered it to an Angus guy from the Southeast, so I figured that’s gone. Two weeks 
later they called back and said will you come back again, the guy they offered it to’s wife wouldn’t 
move. And they offered me the job. So, I took the job on January 1 of ‘87 and it was a big jump, I’d 
never been in pedigreed pigs at all. So, I went to work for the Yorkshire breed, worked for them for 
8 or 9 years. I enjoyed it, had a lot of good times. They were the number one breed in the country, 
they still are. There’d been rumors for a long time about putting all the breeds together. Yorkshire, 
Hampshire, Duroc were the three big breeds. In ‘94 we put the three breeds together, and Landrace 
joined in ‘98. I was the CEO from ‘94 until 2011... The time I was there I had some awesome 
employees I was able to hire and work with. My biggest success story probably was in 1998, I brought 
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a bunch of people in to do a long-range strategic plan. And one of the goals from that plan was to do 
a junior show association. So, the next year we started one in 1999, and that first year we had 250 
kids in the junior show association. Today they have 12,000. That’s probably the highlight of my days 
there.”
 During this time Darrell continued to auction a variety of livestock, including two or three llama 
sales each year. In 2002, Darrell started to make the transition from “one of the llama auctioneers” to 
“the llama auctioneer”. In 2002, a breeder and promoter named Bon Burgess served on a committee 
forming the Llama Futurity Association and asked Darrell to auctioneer their first sale. Darrell said, 
“That first year it was in Louisville and they didn’t think people from the West Coast would come to it, 
but they all did, it was awesome.” 
 After a successful LFA sale, Bon and Cindy Burgess 
decided to disperse their herd and asked Darrell to be the 
auctioneer. Darrell remembered, “When you got that catalog no 
matter how you felt towards Bon or how you felt about suris you 
couldn’t hardly stay away, you had to be there. It was amazing. 
They were promoters, the pictures were unbelievable. There 
were 200 pictures in that catalog; there wasn’t a bad picture in 
the bunch. I can’t imagine how many hours they spent getting 
those pictures.”
Darrell described a top-rate event and gave Bon and Cindy 
Burgess ample credit for the success of the weekend. The 
first memory Darrell shared from the event wasn’t quite what 
I expected, “When I stepped up on the block getting ready to 
start the sale, the herd sires were stalled straight out the other 
side of the tent, you could see them out there. And Chasca 
stood at one of those 5-foot panels, from a standstill he just 
cleared it, went over to the other side. I said, ‘Bon did you see 
that?!’ And he said, ‘Oh yeah he does that all the time.’”

“When you got 
that catalog no 
matter how you felt 
towards Bon or how 
you felt about suris 
you couldn’t hardly 
stay away, you had 
to be there.”
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 Chasca wouldn’t be the only one jumping up and down before the weekend was over. The sale 
started strong but a big spike in enthusiasm came as a white suri male with outcross lines named 
Chileno Cuello Largo sold as lot 10 for $110,000. “People would buy $100,000 animal and when I’d 
say sold, they’d jump up and hug each other and clap and scream and yell,” Darrell recalled. “People 
today... I don’t know what they’d think. They wouldn’t know what to think.” 
 Lot 10 would not keep his title of “high seller” for very long. Coming up at lot 15 was the talk of 
the sale, Newevo. Newevo was previously co-owned with Hinterland Llamas and already had some 
name recognition before the sale. Newevo would end up as the star of the sale and would claim a title 
he still holds today, the highest-selling llama of all time. Darrell told us, “He was kind of the feature 
male. At the time he was very unique, the color was cool and his fiber was cool but I had no idea 
he was going to bring that kind of money. Right before the start of the sale I asked Bon, ‘What’s the 
interest look like in Newevo?’ And he said ‘I think he could bring $50,000.’ And I said ‘Woah!’ And then 
we got going and he got to $220,000 very quickly.”
 Newevo may have been the high seller, but the sale would have two additional animals reach 
six figures, and many others in the upper five figures before the weekend was over. “Here was the 
beauty of selling Newevo, he was lot 15.” Darrell said, “We sold him for $220,000 and of course the 
place goes wild. I wasn’t 100% sure that it was a record price, I hadn’t been around llamas as much 
and I knew they had sold some high dollar animals in the past. Andy Tillman was there and he said 
that was the record selling male llama, so 
of course, we announced that. Well, then 
the beauty of it was everything that was 
bred to him or was out of him you could 
just add $50,000 to it. There were llamas 
that sold for 60, 70, 80 thousand that would 
have sold for $10,000 if they weren’t bred 
to him. It was just a beautiful thing.”
 With nearly 200 lots to sell, Bon and 

One more thing...
Darrell:  I had three of my hog ringman work the 
sale and they did a great job. But one of them 
would chew tobacco and spit, and he worked 
the left side of the ring. A couple of the breeders 
sitting over there told me ‘If you don’t get him to 
quit doing that we’re not coming back to the sale.’ 
So I had to tell Gary not to spit anymore. 
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Cindy split their sale between two days. “The first day we sold 100 head and got $1.6 million. And I 
thought ‘Wow. These people are going to go home and say, ‘What have we done?’ But we started 
up the second day like we never skipped a beat and sold $1.6 million the second day. 100 head 
both days, $3.2 million. I had no idea it was going to go that well. I asked Cindy after the sale, I said, 
‘Cindy what were you hoping for?’ And she said, ‘We were hoping for a million dollars.’ And we did 
$3.2 million.” 
 Bob and Toni Skousen were the high bidders on Newevo, and the volume buyers in the sale, 
purchasing many other high dollar animals. Darrell addressed the whispers he’s heard second hand 
in the 16 years since the sale took place, “There were rumors afterward that it was rigged, that Bob 

and Bon had something worked out ahead of time. Well, if that was 
the case I’d be really surprised because Bon never said boo to me 
about it. To my knowledge, everything was above board. Everything 
sold for what they said it sold for. There wasn’t any monkey 
business going on as far as I know. And usually, if you’re going to 
have something like that go on you tell the auctioneer so you’re 
aware of what’s happening. But I don’t think Bob ever said, ‘no’ all 
day long to a bid, I think he bought everything he wanted to. They 
said he’d just sold his business the month before for several million 
dollars so he had some pocket change.”
     Then Darrell told what would soon become my favorite story 
that he shared from the Burgess Final Fiesta sale. “So it was the 
second day and everybody was leaving, and saying, ‘great job’,” 
Darrell said. “The cars were parked in a distant pasture and Merlene 
and I were enjoying a quiet walk to our car. Two ladies come up 
behind us and they’re yelling, ‘Mr. Anderson, Mr. Anderson!’ And 
they come up and introduce themselves; they were from Florida. 
They said, ‘We just want you to know, we’re so amazed, we don’t 
know how you do it. We just don’t know how you do it.”

 

“They said, ‘We just 
want you to know, 
we’re so amazed, we 
don’t know how you 
do it. We just don’t 
know how you do it. 
So I’m kind of puffing 
up my chest you 
know...”
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 Darrell pauses and reenacts being very proud of himself as the 
3.2 million dollar man, “So I’m kind of puffing up my chest you know, 
and they said, ‘You were up there for seven hours and you never 
went to the bathroom once!” Darrell laughs as he continues, “I said, 
‘So you’re amazed by my bladder! How do you know I never went? 
We’ve got a big auction block up there.’ So that kind of brought me 
back down to earth.” The entire table was laughing at this wonderful 
story, told so well by this practiced storyteller. I found it so admirable 
that this humbling memory would be one of the stories Darrell 
chose to share from this very important weekend in his auction 
career. 
 Immediately after that story Darrell shared something else 
that caught me completely off guard, “I had been diagnosed with 
Parkinson’s two weeks ahead of that sale, so I always remember 
both events obviously. That one kind of helped me get over the first 
one for the time being.” 
 This was the first time Darrell’s health had come up in our 
conversation, but it was clear that they do not keep it a secret. 
When I asked if the topic could be covered in this article, they 
permitted us. They discussed how Parkinson’s is just a part of their 
life, and that many other people must deal with various health conditions. Darrell remembered asking 
his doctor what he might expect his physical condition to be in ten years and the doctor refused to 
speculate, telling him that everyone’s experience is different. So, with this troubling and uncertain 
diagnosis weighing on their minds, Darrell and Merlene traveled back from Colorado having been in 
the middle of all the buzz and excitement about a wildly successful sale and a $220,000 llama. 
 News about this sale traveled fast and reached Tom Simmons and Tim Vincent, the organizers 
of Celebrity Llama and Alpaca Sales. Darrell said, “Tom and Tim weren’t there, but they heard about 
the sale obviously and knew that I was able to chant in big numbers. Anyways, so that’s when they 

“...and they said, 
‘You were up there 
for 7 hours and 
you never went 
to the bathroom 
once!’ 
I said, ‘So you’re 
amazed by my 
bladder!”
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contacted me. I must have started with them about a year after that. I 
did 20 alpaca sales for Tom and Tim and this is an amazing stat: out 
of those 20 sales we never sold one alpaca for less than $10,000. And 
we sold 70 or 80 in every sale. No question, the highlight of the alpaca 
auction business for me was that Snowmass sale I did in Phoenix. I 
walked into the tent they had, and this big alpaca gets up and stretches 
its neck, so its head stuck up above the gate. I went down there and it 
was a 7-year-old female who had raised three herd sires already, and 
I’ve never been a big alpaca fan, but I loved this alpaca for whatever 
reason, she really just hit me good. She brought $305,000. We sold a 
male that day for $525,000. There was 62 head and they averaged a 
little over 65,000, a 4.2-million-dollar sale. I didn’t go back through all the past sales, but I’ll bet I’ve 
sold 60 or 70 million dollars’ worth of llamas and alpacas. I was so fortunate to be in the right spot at 
the right time. I was there right at the peak of the alpaca thing. It was a lot of fun.”
 Darrell has been the auctioneer at every LFA sale, Mark and Karen Brandt’s dispersal sale, 
three Hinterland Walkabout sales including the finale, Co-Rect Llama Sales, The Golden Gate Classic 
Sales, The Mill Creek Farm Sale, the Gold Rush sales, many Celebrity and Celebration sales, and 
countless other llama and alpaca auctions over the past three decades. 
 During our interview, Darrell would be discussing a sale, and a particular animal would come up. 
He would discuss this animal, referencing the year and the sale it sold in. This is impressive when 
you consider the number of sales he has auctioneered for; in some cases, these sales were over 30 
years ago. Darrell could name who purchased the animal and the selling price. Not the approximate 
selling price, but the exact selling price. Again, this is impressive when you consider his body of work, 
but I’m not done. On multiple occasions, Darrell would casually run through a particular animal who 
sold in a particular sale, in a certain year, for an exact price, and then he would proceed to tell us who 
the contending bidder was and share a story or a fact about that breeder. As someone who has sold 
several llamas at auction, I am not sure how many of my own animals I can provide this kind of sales 
summary for.
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 Merlene teared up immediately as she shared her favorite 
memory of Darrell the auctioneer, “At one of Mike Gerkin’s sales, 
we had agreed to sell Morina at that auction, that was the first 
time we put one at public auction. And Darrell says, ‘I can’t sell 
her, I can’t be out there.’ and I said, ‘OK, have Dan do it.’”
 Darrell added, “Dan was one of my ringmen.”
 Merlene continued, “We understand what emotion is, and 
what attachment is. We understand it, but we also understand 
how important it is to have other people enjoy what you do. But 
for him to actually be the auctioneer who sold that female was too 
much. I was in the back with tears streaming down my face and 
he had tears in his eyes off to the side of the ring.”
Darrell ended the story on a lighter note, “Dan told everybody 
afterward, ‘How’d you do on the ones you sold Darrell? Mine 
averaged $13,500.” Dan had, of course, sold only one animal in 
the sale, the female consigned by Darrell and Merlene. 
 The Andersons’ breeding herd was started in 2000, after 14 
years in the llama industry auctioneering and clerking sales. 

     Darrell remembered, “We traveled and looked at several farms. At that 
time Tom Riley was out in Caramel, Indiana. He had a male named Amigo De 
Peru that was a Peruvian Commodore son who we really fell in love with. We 
saw babies out of him that we really liked.”
 Merlene added, “If you look at the Amigo de Peru crias they had a great 
shoulder neck juncture and a statuesque presence. That’s what caught our 
attention.”
  Darrell continued, “I remember walking around Tom’s for hours and finally 
we bought three half-sisters, all Amigo de Peru daughters. One of those (Amiga 
Mia) was the mom of Trademark; she was the most influential in our herd.”

Solid Rock’s Morina

Riley-Amiga Mia
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 It occurred to me that waiting 14 years to start their llama program was probably beneficial to the 
Andersons when they were finally ready to start buying. I asked if it led to less culling, less wasted 
time, and faster achievement of their breeding goals. When we were discussing this Darrell said, “I 
think it helped a lot that we had seen a lot of llamas. We had seen what was popular and what was 
doing well in the sales from auctioneering.”
 “We just had three acres and it was all wooded. We didn’t know we were going to have llamas 
when we moved here.” Darrell said.
 “He went to work, and I bought a chain saw,” Merlene recalled 
with a smile. 
 They named their llama farm Solid Rock Llamas, a name they 
thought of when a large boulder was found in the way of a beam 
being set for their barn just as a rendition of the old hymn was playing 
on the radio. They have always kept a smaller herd; at its largest, 
they had 18 or 19 females. They have kept one herd sire at a time, 
many of whom were bred by them. Their first cria was Solid Rock’s 
Trademark, who would also go on to be their first home-grown herd 
sire. 
 Darrell laughed as he described the birth of their first cria, 
“I didn’t know anything about color in llamas, I didn’t know what 
to expect. His dam was a dark red and his sire was a paint and 
this little black llama comes out, I said ‘I think our llama is moldy or something.’ It turns out he was 
pretty cool; we didn’t know it at the time. The year we showed him was the same year they showed 
BAL Renegade. At Grand National an LFA, he tied with Renegade, and in both cases, we lost the 
tiebreaker.”
 Most of the Andersons’ homegrown herd sires came from one dam, JLL Madison. Darrell 
explained, “Madison’s mom is Huckaboo, of Sherry Halligan’s. Two of the first years I went to 
Celebrity her daughters were top sellers, out of Marcellus. The third year, Madison’s picture was in 
there, a full sister, and I said, ‘I’m not going home without her.’ She had eight full siblings, most of 

Solid Rock’s Trademark
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them were girls. So, I had a lot of faith in Madison, that’s 
one reason we’ve emphasized her. Milestone was out of 
Madison; we used him and got some daughters out of him. 
Then we sold him at Celebrity, Aulds bought him. Then 
Cornerstone came along next, another Madison son. He 
won shows all across the country, we used him and got 
some daughters out of him and then Mike Haumschild 
in Ohio bought him. Then Firestone is another Madison 
boy who we just sold a year ago, they haven’t got any 
babies from him yet, but they’re showing him. And we have 
Sandstone, we’re getting to the point where we’re thinking 
about selling Sandstone.”
 We had the opportunity to see the Andersons’ 
herd during our visit. At the time of our tour, they had 
Sandstone and five bred females. Sandstone stood alert 

and perfectly square the 
whole time we were there. 
The Andersons told a story 
about Sandstone’s dam, 
Madison being exceptionally 
photogenic. As a yearling, 
they had taken more than 20 pictures of her on a roll of film, and Darrell 
remarked that every one of them could have gone on the cover of a 
magazine. Sandstone has inherited that trait, as Merlene shared more 
than a dozen fabulous photos of him during our visit. 
  The Andersons are down to just five females in their herd. They 
have sold off a couple of favorites in the past couple of years. The 
five that remain are simply outstanding. JLL Madison is in amazing 

Solid Rock’s Sandstone

JLL Madison
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shape for her age. A striking dark female with perfect ears is Madison’s only daughter, Solid Rock’s 
Silhouette. Solid Rock’s Casella is a dark brown female with a show record a mile long, and is a 
granddaughter of Solid Rock’s Trademark. A light brown gal glides around the pasture with a perfectly 
level top-line, FVL Tahara. Merlene was given all the credit for selecting this female when she was a 
youngster, as Darrell ignored her because she was almost solid brown. My favorite female was Solid 
Rock’s Flair, a stretchy white suri with a touch of brown by her tail. She is another GNLC Scorcher 
offspring, and much like her paternal brother Sandstone, she stood tall and proud throughout our visit. 
Her dam, NWLF’s M. Butterfly, was named by Darrell as his favorite female that they have owned. 
She was sold last year as a part of the Andersons’ slow herd reduction. 
 While their small herd had many marvelous traits, the one that stuck out to me was that every 
animal had a gorgeous head and pair of ears. This is no coincidence. Darrell explained, “When I 

Solid Rock’s FlairJLL Madison Merlene with NWLF’s  M. Butterfly
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was in the Suffolk business, we had a big fight about head and 
ears. Suffolks have those nice heads with big long ears. I was 
criticized by some for putting too much of an emphasis on the 
head. We had a scorecard, and I put 25 or 30 points on the 
head. People thought that was ridiculous. You may have heard 
me say this at a llama sale, I used to say it at a lot of sheep 
sales, when a pretty headed one was in the ring, I’d say, ‘I don’t 
know about the rest of you but when I go out to do chores in the 
morning they never have backed up into the barn at me, they 
always come in headfirst.’ So, one of the first things I see is their 
head and if it’s not pretty I’m not interested in them.  One of the 
beautiful things about Suffolk sheep is their beautiful head and 
ears, so I was a big supporter of that.”
 Since our interview, Sandstone has sold in partnership 
to Jerry and Carolyn Ayers and Michael and Patricia West. In 
their Facebook post announcing he was for sale, Merlene said, 
“Sandstone was a dream, it is time to let the dream go on.”
 When we talked about the future of their llama breeding 
program Darrell said, “Well we’re playing it day by day. I don’t 
know what we’re going to do for breeding purposes next year. I 
don’t know if we’ll breed Madison again, she’s 18. We’ve got our 
Scorcher girl, she’s supposed to be bred to (Sijama) Zhazam. 
We’re going to hang onto them as long as we can. I don’t know 
what I’d do if we ever have to get rid of them. Get up in the 
morning and watch cartoons, I guess. They get me out of the 
house, and we enjoy working with them, and putting on (MLM) 
for people and keeping in touch with them.”
 Merlene added, “We probably won’t show anymore. That’s 

Solid Rock’s Silhouette

FVL Tahara
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probably not in our future. But we’ll provide a show for people, we get pleasure out of that. Try to 
provide a tool for people to achieve their dreams and goals. Continue to try to educate people if 
people want to know about our beliefs and philosophies.”
  Despite all their earlier accomplishments, Darrell and Merlene’s most important contribution to 
the llama community has likely been in the last seven years, the March Llama Madness Show and 
Sale of Champions in Indiana. 
 Merlene said, “We had always talked about having a show, so when celebrity said they were 
canceling I said, ‘Darrell let’s do it!’ But our vision of it was maybe 80 llamas and that would be it. It 
would just be our friends that would want to come have a fun weekend with us. The minute we went 
public with our date, we knew we had outgrown the facility we had chosen. So, we had to find a new 
facility. We were floored, just floored with the numbers we had the first year. And it’s been about a 
20% increase in attendance every year, I’m amazed by that. A lot of people say that it’s because of 
Darrell and I. I don’t know that we’re anything special that people need to come from all over just 
because of Darrell and I. Other people say it’s because every year we bring in different ideas and 
concepts. But I don’t know why. It’s just fun, we like putting on the show because we like the people. 
It’s the llama industry that has made March Llama Madness what it is, it truly isn’t us.”
  Darrell added, “Merlene spends an awful lot of time on it. Here we 

are eight months out and she spent a bunch of time getting the cover 
of the catalog done the other night.”

  It is very clear that this event is a passion project for Merlene. She 
bounced ideas off us during our visit, then continued to debate ideas 
for the 2020 show and sale that evening when the Andersons joined 
us and the Robinson family at Mark and Susan Smith’s home for 
dinner. The following evening when Jerrika and I were waiting for our 
airplane I received a phone call from Merlene, who wanted to thank 
us for making the trip out, and then the conversation once again 
turned to MLM and a discussion of her ideas for the 2020 event. 
Simply put Merlene loves organizing this event and loves the people 
who attend it. 

“It’s just fun, 
we like putting 
on the show 
because we like 
the people.”
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 “I can remember Mike Gerkin coming up to me that first year and he 
said to me, ‘Merlene, you’ve just replaced Celebrity.’ And I said, ‘Nooo, this is 
just supposed to be fun for our friends.’ So, in my mind it still hasn’t replaced 
Celebrity. It’s still just a fun show for our friends, only our friend pool has gotten 
bigger,” Merlene said with a smile. 
 A new addition to the 2019 show was the judging contest. While this is 
an area of expertise for Darrell, it was Merlene’s idea to add it to the event. 
Merlene shared that she had a short but successful run in sheep judging 
competitions many years ago at the national show. She explained that she 
thought animal evaluation was an area for growth in the llama industry and that 
she hoped this event would improve breeders’ ability to evaluate their herd or 
animals for purchase. “I think it’s important to know what you have in your herd 
as far as conformation, style, balance and so on,” Merlene said. “When looking 
to add outside genetics to your herd you have to know what you have and 
what you need. I see too many people in the llama industry buying based off 
of emotion and not off of solid evaluation. I’m big on evaluation. I’m not big on 
emotion, I’m big on evaluation.”
 A highlight of the event is the Sale of Champions, which has become 
the gold standard for llama auctions in recent years. Animal evaluation is a 
centerpiece of the event. All the sale animals are shown before the sale in the 
Prospect Futurity. Then the results from that show are used to determine the 
sale order. Merlene explained, “That doesn’t mean that the last animal is a bad 
one, because it has pieces that can be used in a program. You need to know 
what your goals are and where your herd is at. What am I lacking in my herd? 
What are the pieces I need to bring into my herd to get to my end goals for my 
program? Does this animal meet any of my needs?”
 Darrell talked about his excitement about last year’s sale, and what it might mean for future 
sales, “When Mark (Smith) posted last year that he was selling Purple Reign, the next day Venesa 

“in my mind it 
still hasn’t 
replaced 
Celebrity. 
it’s still 
just a fun 
show for 
our friends, 
only our 
friend pool 
has gotten 
bigger.”
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Carter wrote and said she was thinking about selling her girl (Marquis Dymond). The competition has 
really driven the sale.” These two females along with Ollendick Farm’s Zariah all broke the previous 
record price for an MLM Sale of Champions consignment. Darrell and Merlene were also excited to 
share that Randy and Tara Cipriano had already chosen a couple of outstanding females for the 2020 
sale, competing to be the excitement of next year’s event. 
 Darrell shared, “The class I look forward to the most is the Olympic Futurity. We bring in those 
two secret judges, in addition to the three announced judges. We’ve had some really prominent 
people come in and judge it. A guy named Roger Hundsley whose written some books on judging 
came back three years and judged it. People like the transparency of it.  Everybody in the bleachers 
can add up the scores, the judges flip up their cards and you immediately know who won. We’ve 
never had a 50, we’ve had a couple get 49. Sir Arthur, the boy we sold to Tabbetha was 49, I think 
an Ollendick girl was 49. It’s just fun to see how everybody scores, and if one judge is lower than the 
others you wonder what they saw that the others didn’t see, but again it seems to be the best ones 
always win.”
 Merlene’s favorite class is the 3-on-3 competition, “Get of Sire, a lot of people don’t get the 
concept of get of sire, or don’t have three out of the same stud. So OK, let’s just have a class where 
you bring in your three best. I don’t care about age, I don’t care about wool, I don’t care about sex, I 
don’t care about nothin’. Just bring in your three best.”
 Darrell added, “The winner goes in the winner’s 
bracket and the loser goes in the loser’s bracket and has a 
chance to come in again and win the loser’s bracket. Our 
boys played in a lot of 3 on 3 tournaments and the loser’s 

Olympic Futurity 3-on-3
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bracket is always called the toilet bowl. We decided we probably better not call 
it the toilet bowl, so we call it the consolation bracket.”
 We asked Merlene what advice she might have for other show organizers 
who might want to put on an MLM quality event. She told us, “It’s the little 
things that make a big event. Normally you go to a show and your stall has a 
piece of tape with your name on it. That doesn’t make you feel very special, 
does it? So, I took a 3x5 recipe card and put a little basketball thingy on it and 
typed their name on it and it makes you feel important. It’s those little things 
that make a big event.” 
 Both of the Andersons were also complimentary of their grandson, Sam, 
who has worked hard to live stream the show and sale each year for llama 
enthusiasts who couldn’t be in attendance.  
 Toward the end of our interview, we started to talk about the future. They talked about what their 
plans might be for their small breeding program, and how they were planning to part with Sandstone. 
 I asked Darrell about his proudest llama related moment and he said, “I was really humbled and 
honored to be the first judge selected to judge The Gathering. When they first started The Gathering 
with a single judge system, I was 
very pleased to be able to do 
that. I’m to the point now where I 
probably can’t judge anymore. I 
just can’t take the physical toll of a 
long day judging. So that’s really 
sad because I really enjoy judging. 
I think at one time I figured I judged 
in 27 states. I had the opportunity 
to see a lot of good livestock, and 
people.”

One more thing...
Darrell: “I’m thinking of this little girl who was 
in showmanship, about 5 or 6 years old. I can’t 
think of why I asked her this because it was a 
stupid question to ask a 5 or 6 year old. I said 
“Where are your llama’s pasterns?” She looked 
at me and said, “I don’t know but its a long 
ways from here.” She thought I said pasture.”

“It’s the 
little things 
that make a 
big event.”
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 Darrell is still evaluating how much longer he will be able to stay up on the auction block, “I love 
auctioneering. When I was first diagnosed with Parkinson’s we read that my voice was going to be 
one of the first things that go, and that was one of my biggest concerns. I enjoy it so much.”
 Merlene jumped in, “Two years ago after the LFA, Darrell had an appointment with his 
neurologist, and Darrell said, ‘I don’t understand it doc, my voice is getting softer and sometimes it’s 
getting harder to get everything out. But when I get up on that auction block and I start a chant it’s so 
easy, it just flows so much easier.’ And the doctor explained that people function on a rhythm pattern 
and it’s all produced in the gland that produces dopamine. Well, in people with Parkinson’s the gland 
that produces dopamine isn’t functioning, so the dopamine isn’t quite there. But the rhythm memory 
is still in your system. So, when Darrell starts auctioneering like he’s done for years and years that 
rhythm kicks in and he can function better, and the pattern goes, and the movement goes and he’s 
able to function better. So, I don’t ever want him to 
stop auctioneering because it’s fun to see that rhythm 
again. I’ll say, ‘That’s my Darrell!’ I love those moments 
because Parkinson’s is a tough battle.”
 “No two people are alike, the symptoms and the 
speed in which it affects you,” Darrell said. “It was 2003 
that I was diagnosed, it’s been 16 years. I said to my 
doctor one day, ‘I remember asking you when I had just 
been diagnosed what I would look like in 10 years and 
you wouldn’t tell me.’ And he said, ‘No, and if I would 
have tried to tell you I would have said something a lot 
worse than what you are.’” 
 “He always calls Darrell his star patient. He says, 
‘You know there are some days you come in here and I 
don’t even know you have Parkinson’s.’ But then there 
are days here in the last couple of years where we’re 
seeing more of a decline,” Merlene said. 

“my voice is getting softer 
and sometimes it’s getting 
harder to get everything 
out. But when I get up on 
that auction block and I 
start a chant it’s so easy,  
it just flows so much 
easier”
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 Most of us at the table were wiping away tears at this point, and I thought it was an appropriate 
time to chime in with some of my thoughts. I shared how inspiring I found it that all the big highlights 
of Darrell and Merlene’s journey with llamas and alpacas have come after Darrell was diagnosed with 
Parkensons. How easy would it have been for them to circle the wagons and focus inward? Other 
people might have simplified, sold their llama herd, and took on fewer auctions. 
Instead, they chose to press into life and ride the wave of interest in llama and 
alpaca auctions. Darrell became a renowned llama judge, they bred champion 
llamas, they started a top rate sale and show, and they did their best to love 
and support the people they met along the way. How inspiring is that? 
 The conversation continued toward the eventual day, hopefully many 
years from now, when Darrell will have to hang up his gavel and step off the 
auction block. We will end this article with one more tear-jerking speech from 
Merlene, and one more perfectly timed, witty comment from Darrell. 
 Merlene: “You have a very exceptional man sitting in this room. There’s 
a reason I chose to fall in love with him. I’ve thought a lot about the way 
you phrased ‘the llama auctioneer’ in the past few days. Darrell has a set a 
standard. There is a lot in the auctioneering world that a lot of people don’t 
know about. One of the first things they teach you in the auction school is, 
‘Don’t leave the money on the table.’ And the reason why they teach you that is 
because you make more money as the auctioneer. He doesn’t do that. And that 
goes to the integrity of the man. One of the reasons Darrell no longer does (a 
particular sale) is because he wouldn’t let ringmen run up the bid. They would 
rip into him, ‘Why did you stop!’ They would chew him out and get so mad at 
him. Darrell said, ‘There was no bid. There was no contending bidder.’ I know 
that side of Darrell.”
 Darrell: “Here I thought it was the picture of my ram that got you all those years ago.”

“You have 
a very 
exceptional 
man sitting 
in this room. 
There’s a 
reason I 
chose to 
fall in love 
with him.”
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   Just a couple more things... 
A handful of quotes Kyle liked but couldn’t figure out where to put...

Darrell- I really have mixed emotions about a breed 
standard. We talk about that a lot.
Merlene- We argue about it, we don’t talk about it.
D- She thinks there should be and I think probably not. 
M- No, no, no. I don’t know how you can create 
a standard in llamas, if you were going to create a 
standard it would have to be based on conformation. 
You’ve got people who raise suris, and they say that’s 
a type. And you’ve got people who raise classics, and 
they say that’s a separate type. So within the llama 
industry we would need to create the classic breed, a 
suri breed...
D- you could have a pack breed, you could have a 
guard animal breed…
M- So it's kind of hard to create a standard in the llama 
community. But would a standard be good? It would 
set the criteria on which to judge from. We don’t have 
that. So then the judge has to set that, for you as a 
judge what is the ideal in your mind that creates the 
standard llama? 
D- If you asked me today what is the closest thing to a 
perfect llama I’d have to say Merlin. What makes a pack 
animal good? He had that. What makes a show animal 
good? He had that. They used him for packing, they 
claimed he was the best packer they had. He had good 
size, good fiber, good conformation. What couldn’t he 
do that you’d want a llama to do?

Merlene- This is probably why we don’t like seeing 
sight unseen. We’re so adamant about seeing before 
you buy. We bought this ram based off the breeders 
word and the sale management’s word… We got the 
bid on this ram, and we drove over and picked him up 
at midnight. We just about puked. We brought him 
home and we were puking. He was bad, not what we 
wanted at all. We turned around and sold him to this 
breeder and he thought he was wonderful. We called 
him rip off because we got ripped off. 
He bred him one year, and then the next year he called 
us and said, you won’t believe what just happened, rip 
off jumped over a fence and got ripped off! Ripped his 
testicles off. 

Darrell discussed his days of judging oral reasons 
for college students, and a top 10 list of his favorite 
terminologies he used to create...
“During my sheep days there was a class of suffolk 
rams, and there were all these kids telling me how 
symmetrical their testicles were. There wasn’t any 
difference in any of their testicles, but apparently they 
thought there was. One gal said, ‘He was just hung 
better.’ So that was the first year I did it, and it got to be 
an annual thing, people would ask me for it. Students 
would always tell me that their coaches said, ‘I don’t 
want to see you on Darrell’s top 10 list.’”
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Redefining the “4-H Llama”
By Jerrika Mumford
A special thanks to Merlene Anderson, Kelsee Robinson, and Lisa Robinson for their insightful dis-
cussions on this topic and for inspiring this article.

Benefits of llamas as a 4-H project
Llamas are intelligent and diverse animals who make great 4-H projects. Learning about care, 

grooming, feeding, training and the many varied uses of llamas is a great educational tool. A great 
thing about showing llamas in 4-H is that the same llama is shown for many years. Because of a 
llama’s longevity, strong bonds are often created between the trainer and the llama. This is a great 
benefit over other forms of livestock, which buy or breed new animals annually for shows. When 
discussing youth showing with Merlene Anderson, she brought up this point, saying, “You’re not 
paying out $2,000-$3,000 a year for a steer, you’re paying that out once for a llama and you can show 
it for ten years. That’s a concept that I don’t think the llama industry is promoting.” As long as the 
llama remains in good shape, it can continue training and showing. Llamas are a more affordable 4-H 
project for this reason. 

In Indiana, youth participation at 
llama shows is skyrocketing. At the 2019 
March Llama Madness show there were 
86 total in the showmanship classes 
ranging from sub-junior to senior. Kyle 
and I asked Mark Smith, an Indiana 
native, about the large youth scene in 
the area and he responded, “Indiana has 
always had a strong 4-H program. We sell 
to a lot of people that show other species 
of livestock. It has gotten so expensive 

Indiana State Fair Youth Show 
Photo Credit: Mark Smith
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and so competitive, so hard to compete and win if you’re showing pigs 
or cattle. People are spending $8,000 to $10,000 for a show barrow or 
a steer. You see all those numbers decreasing in other barns. People 
are wanting something they can show for several years. A ewe lamb you 
can show for 2 years, but a llama you can show forever.” 

The “pet quality” 4-H llama 
When most breeders are contacted by someone looking for a 4-H 

llama, they begin by offering their cheaper “pet quality” llamas. Our 
industry often equates 4-H llamas with pets, and those llamas who 
the breeder doesn’t deem high enough quality for showing in a halter 
class. This is the opposite in most livestock breeds, where conformation 
classes dominate the youth scene. 4-Hers showing goats, sheep, pigs 
or cows strive to have top of the line animals who will win in the show 
ring, and later in the auction ring or the breeding pen. There is great 
value in teaching 4-Hers to breed and select show ring quality animals. 
The youth is the future of the llama industry, and we need to teach them 
how to move forward from simply showing in 4-H to developing their 
own programs. Breeders should show youth what to look for visually 
in body structure, soundness, and pedigree analysis so they can 
effectively select the future of their herds. 

Merlene Anderson expanded on this point during our discussion, “Let’s hope that through the 
4-H model they go on to want to raise their own llamas and raise crias. To me, as a 4-Her it would be 
more exciting to buy my first llama and put her into production and have a cria, and go through the 
training, all of that to become a winner. That, to me, is what a 4-H program is. But, they forget this part 
about production. If indeed we’re going to be a surviving industry, we have to let these kids have an 
understanding of selection; what goes into production and what goes into birthing a cria. Everything 
you do as an adult we should encourage in the youth.” If youth aren’t inspired or taught to breed well-
conformed llamas, how bright is the future of the llama industry? 

If youth aren’t 
inspired or 
taught to breed 
well-conformed 
llamas, how 
bright is the 
future of the 
llama industry?
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Setting up the industry for future success
As breeders, setting youth up for success is our responsibility. 

If we sell them a low-quality animal with a conformational flaw or one 
that should not be bred, is that going to help them in the long term? 
Merlene Anderson expanded on this, “You see a lot of people talk 
about the youth being the future of the industry, I totally agree. If indeed 
we think that youth are the future of the industry then why do we sell 
them junk? How is that improving our industry? How is that making 
them want to be breeders?” If llamas have the benefit of being shown 
for several years, as breeders we should make sure the 4-H llama 
has a good structure to do so. There is value in the longevity of a well-
conformed llama, and the evidence of that should be in the industry’s 
youth programs. A show quality llama can be shown for a few years 
with the option of being retired to the breeding pen with the potential 
to produce good quality offspring to show in the future. Encouraging 
youth to select well when buying their 4-H llama will help them learn 
how to build a quality breeding herd and, if they choose to breed, they 
will see the full cycle of a llama program. Merlene continued, “I realize 
that there is a big importance in performance classes and performance 
animals, but you don’t have to slap them in the face by throwing 
them their junk and calling it a performance animal. Let’s sell them 
good quality conformation; let’s sell them good personalities; let’s sell 
them good quality animals that can go on to learn to be performance 
animals.”

For both longevity and breeding reasons, higher initial investment 
in a sound animal will pay off in the long term. It is time to redefine the 
meaning of 4-H llama and inspire youth to be excited about selecting 
and breeding well-conformed show quality llamas. 

“Let’s sell them 
good quality 
conformation; 
let’s sell 
them good 
personalities; 
let’s sell them 
good quality 
animals that can 
go on to learn to 
be performance 
animals”
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How should the industry define a 4-H Llama?

4-H llamas should be conformationally correct
When llama breeders are asked priorities and goals for their 

breeding programs, their response will almost always include 
good conformation. Our expectations for youth learning about 
llamas should be the same. Why would a breeder prioritize good 
conformation, then show the next generation what other industries 
would consider “culls” for a 4-H project? Of course, animals of 
lesser quality can be found good homes and go on to do good 
things since llamas are diverse in their uses. The involved youth, 
however, are the future of the llama industry and should have 
good quality llamas to show. They may not need the best of the 
best, but they should have animals that can compete in a halter 
show. A sound and balanced animal will go on to do good things 
for our youth in the show ring, auction ring, and the breeding pen. 

4-H llamas should have eye appeal
Another reason for 4-Hers to have good quality llamas is to 

give a good impression to the community. 4-H llamas are often the 
first llamas people will meet. At a local fair, the public see llamas 
doing obstacle courses and showmanship classes. Many times 
they will take pictures and ask if they can pet a llama. At county 
fairs, where many people see and meet llamas for the very first 
time, the llama industry would do well to make a good impression. 
The llamas we choose as ambassadors to our communities 
should represent our industry well. A good-looking llama will leave 
a positive image of beauty and style for those who walk through to 
view the animals at local fairs.

At county fairs, where 
many people see and 
meet llamas for the 
very first time, the 
llama industry would 
do well to make a 
good impression. 
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4-H llamas should have a good mind
The focus of this article is to encourage show quality llamas in 4-H programs. However, it would 

be remiss not to mention personality when defining a 4-H llama. A well structured animal is essential, 
but in addition to conformationally correct and eye-appealing llamas, a llama should be intelligent 
and well trained or teachable. When selling a potential 4-H llama, breeders should ensure that the 
llama was raised appropriately and has a good llama personality. Youth and their animals are often 
in contact with the public and a good 4-H llama needs to have a personality that will represent the 
industry well. 

Where do we go from here?

4-H shows should include halter classes
Halter classes and judging competitions should be emphasized in 4-H shows.  Teaching llama 

4-Hers to value halter classes is essential for the future of the llama industry. It will lead to them 
valuing well-conformed animals and help develop their eye for balance and conformation. While 
many 4-H programs review good conformation in their meetings, they should also see these ideas in 
practice. Halter classes help teach the strengths and weaknesses of how llamas are put together, and 
halter shows in 4-H will help youth learn about their own llama’s structure. Visual demonstrations and 
comparison of animals help youth detect and evaluate the features of llamas and learn how animals 
are measured against one another. Youth should be able to 
show the public how well put together the llama they chose 
to show is, and healthy competition is created when 4-Hers 
show their animals in halter classes. Halter classes show 
off some of the best animals in the industry to other llama 
breeders and owners, other livestock owners, and the public. 
The llama industry needs youth to be involved in presenting 
animals in halter, and they should be proud of the animals 
they bring to the fair. Let’s encourage our youth to strive for 
quality conformed, well-balanced llamas in the show ring!

About the Author
Jerrika Mumford is a 
llama enthusiast and an 
owner of Volcano View 
Ranch along with her 
husband, Kyle Mumford. 
She is a certified public 
accountant in the beautiful 
state of Washington with 
a Master of Accounting 
from Washington State 
University.
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BEFORE YOU BUY 
 PREPURCHASE & BREEDING SOUNDNESS EXAMS IN LLAMAS

By: Charlene Arendas, DVM

 Bringing a new llama to your farm can be a very exciting time!  There’s many reasons you’re bringing 
this new animal into your life.  Maybe you’ve seen the animal in person and it’s breathtaking, maybe you 
have studied it’s genealogy and love the genetics.  Perhaps it’s bred to a really cool stud, or has had some 
champion offspring on the ground.  Whatever the reason, you know why you NEED this llama.  We all 
expect bringing home a new animal will be a fun, positive experience, and it should be!  Let’s talk about how 
to MAKE SURE it is and what we can do so that everyone involved has the same expectations.

 Meet before you buy

 Whenever possible, view the animal in person prior to purchase.  Pictures we see online and in 
advertisements are great; we can adjust the lighting and really get some beautiful poses of our animals.  
However, it is one small snapshot into the life of that llama.  Photos taken from different angles can warp 
what we see.  Don’t forget it’s easy to rotate a photograph to help hide a sloping topline (to an extent).  
Sometimes there are videos of the animal walking and interacting with people; this is great because you can 
somewhat evaluate the gait and temperament, but not always.  Maybe the animal is slightly cow-hocked, but 
when walking uphill, you can’t really tell because of how their weight is shifted, you get the idea. 
 Sometimes we buy animals sight unseen, from pictures.  For most of us, this has been a positive 
experience.  But it’s never a bad idea to contact someone who can personally evaluate the animal in person 
before you buy.
 Besides the normal stuff we worry about – conformation, gait, tailset, legs, and fleece – what else is 
important to evaluate before committing to purchase a llama?  You can get a general pre-purchase exam 
done by a veterinarian or, if you intend to breed said animal, also request a breeding soundness exam.  
These types of exams are quite common in the equine world, and are always a good idea no matter what 
the dollar amount involved.
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Consider a pre-purchase exam  
 
 A general pre-purchase exam is an exam done by a veterinarian who is hired by the buyer to do a 
physical exam on the animal they intend to purchase.  This could be something as simple as a thorough 
physical exam, which should include exam of the eyes, ears, check the mouth for teeth, eyelid membrane 
color (FAMACHA score), feel the abdomen carefully for umbilical 
hernias, foot pads/nails, auscultation of the heart/lungs/gut, body 
temperature taken, and a check over of the skin to look for any 
abnormalities.  You can, of course, take this step further and have 
the vet also run a fecal sample on the animal.  This would be a great 
idea considering the parasite resistance we face as an industry.  If you 
want to get really fancy, you may request a basic blood panel to check 
organ function and blood cell counts, or even a trace mineral panel.  In 
horse pre-purchase exams, a lameness exam and x-rays of the legs/
feet is very common, due to the nature of their work.  In our industry, 
this probably isn’t something we would pursue unless there was 
reason to suspect an issue or if the animal will be working as a packer 
or carter.  Any abnormalities on the physical exam would be reported 
to you by the vet, and this may affect your decision to purchase the 
animal, to investigate a condition further, or to negotiate the price.

Breeding soundness exams  

 If your new llama is going to be a breeding animal, you may want to also consider a breeding 
soundness exam.  These were awfully popular in the alpaca world when alpaca prices were at a premium.  
Then, as the market changed, so did a lot of our practices.  This type of exam can be as simple or as 
complex as you’d like to go.  One would assume the higher the price of the animal, the more extensive the 
exam you’d want.  We’ve all had that beautiful animal we could never get bred.  There’s no guarantee that 
you can find every problem in an exam, but you can at least rule out some major issues.  Most breeders will 
offer some sort of reproductive guarantee with the sale of a breeding animal – know what exactly it entails.  
In males, at a minimum, the testicles should be visually inspected and palpated for uniformity in size, 

A large worm burden of Nematodirus & 
strongyle-type eggs in a fecal sample
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shape, and texture.  If an abnormality is detected, the testicles can also be ultrasounded to look for cysts 
or nodules, and these areas can be needle aspirated for cytology if needed.  Semen may also be collected 
for a sperm count and to look at structure and viability.  The penis should be externalized from the prepuce 
and examined; hair wrapped around the tip of the penis can be a debilitating problem.  In females, a visual 
inspection of the udder and vulva is recommended, as well as manual palpation.  A vaginal speculum exam 
can be done to inspect the cervix and look for damage or drainage, such as from a uterine infection. You 
can also have her uterus and ovaries ultrasounded to confirm pregnancy but also to look for abnormal fluid, 
cysts, and other problems.  Lastly, a uterine abnormality can be cultured or biopsied if you wish to pursue 
further testing.
Quarantine periods.  
 So, let’s say you found the llama you want online, you got it checked out 
by a vet and by a llama friend who lives nearby.  The fecal test looked great.  
Everything is a go.  Just trailer it on home and put it in the pasture, right?
 Hold on just a minute.  The ideal situation would be to quarantine your new 
animal in a separate pen/paddock for about 2-3 weeks, and run another fecal 
sample prior to integrating them in with the herd.  Besides intestinal parasites, 
other types of infections and illnesses could pop up in this quarantine period 
– perhaps something they were exposed to before leaving their farm, while in 
transit, or even at a show where they may have been picked up.  This gives 
you time to recognize there’s an issue and have your vet evaluate the animal 
before you expose the rest of your herd.  There are some diseases that typically 
only occur in certain geographic regions of the country, for example: Anthrax, 
Vesicular Stomatitis, Liver Flukes, Blue Tongue, & Tuberculosis.  This is because 
of differences in weather patterns and the types of wildlife and insects that 
inhabit those areas.  In a world where we trailer animals cross-country on a 
regular basis, don’t risk the health of your herd for sake of convenience.  Alas, 
we know taking all the precautions isn’t always possible, but when in doubt, keep 
them out (of your pasture for 2-3 weeks)!
Hopefully, this information helps you make a more informed decision when 
adding a new llama to your herd.  

About the Author

Char Arendas is a veterinarian in 
Ohio.  She got her first llama as a 
4-H project in 1995, and her family’s 
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and 16 alpacas. She and her mom 
have run the Llucky Llamas 4-H Club 
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president of the Ohio River Valley 
Llama Association.
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Alpacas, llamas and fiber arts studio.  
From fleece to finished product, classes 

and tours available.

Macedo’s Mini Acre

Larry and Maureen Macedo
11175 Golf Link Road

Turlock CA 95380
macedosminiacre@gmail.com

2020

http://camelidynamics.com
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The Positively Perfect Panel!
   By Marty McGee Bennett
Get your self some cows and you had better learn the intricacies of barbed wire and corner 

bracing, get some horses and get ready to replace boards that are kicked aside or chewed in half…
get some fallow deer and get ready to build a 10 foot fence but get yourself some llamas and breathe 
a sigh of relief!  Never pick up a hammer, never dig a post hole and never break a sweat, simply 
use lightweight panels in various configurations and your handling and training needs are met. The 
handling and training applications of sturdy, move-able panels are endless.  

The Perfect Panel
Stock panels come in different lengths, heights and weights.  Panels designed specifically for 

camelids are fabulous.  These are usually 9 feet long and come in different heights.  My favorite panel 
for camelids is 9 feet long and 5 feet high.  These lightweight panels are easy to move around, can be 
hooked together in a series and when you use them to make a pen it is just the right size for training.   
However a large or determined llama can upend or push over 
one of these lighter panels.  Thankfully this is easily remedied. 
You can secure these panels to an existing anchor: a tree, a 
sturdy part of the barn or a T-post in the pounded a couple of 
feet into the ground. You can protect the animal from the T-post 
in a number of different ways.  You can slide a PVC pipe 3 
inches in diameter right over top of the T-post. Heavy-duty cable 
ties are usually all that you need to secure the panels to the 
anchor.  

Heavier panels can have their place in your set up too and 
are usually easier to get from your local ranch and feed store.  
Regardless of how cumbersome these heavier panels are to move around… they can still be moved 
and that is the wonderful thing about panels! 
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Panels that have square meshing instead of rails are useful for some applications but I don’t like 
them for use in handling situation such as medicating and trimming toenails.  An animal could injure 
his foot or get a leg caught in panels with squares 
rather than rails.  If you are frustrated when your 
llama sticks his head through the rail when you are 
working with him you can modify the panel easily.  
There are several clever plastic fencing products 
that can be used to close the rail openings.  Simply 
cut the plastic fence to the correct size and attach 
the plastic mesh to the panel with zip ties. (See 
photo.) 

The Catch Pen
 The most basic use for panels is to create 
catch pen wherever you need one!  Regardless of 
how comfortable your llamas are in your presence 
they will usually opt for hanging out in the field 
rather than playing with you, which means you 
need to have a system for catching them.  Catching 
the average llama will usually require one of the 
following: an Olympic caliber runner, a dart gun, or 
some sort of container and a system for herding 
the llama to it or ideally a cue in the form of, “llama 
llama llama” with a guaranteed reinforcer delivered 
when the animals arrive in the handling area. A 
container that is too big (anything over 12 x 12) will 
mean trapping the animal in the corner and using 
the neck as a means of restraint - undoing most of 
the advantages of using a catch pen.  
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I have written reams about why cornering llamas to catch them is not a good idea. 
Here is a partial list:
• Being trapped is being trapped they don’t like it
• They learn how to throw their weight into your arm and might very well find out they are stronger 

and more agile than you are
• The method leaves out anyone that is small, out of shape, timid or not strong enough to hold a 

llama still
• It causes all kinds of blow-back when it comes to the trail or showing your animal.  You teach the 

animal to move away from humans until he finds himself in a corner there are no corners on the 
trail or in the show ring

• I have more but you get the picture! 
 Herd your llama into a 9 x 9 foot pen, approach him 
from behind the eye or better yet for difficult llamas use a 
wand and a rope and your job is exponentially easier. You 
will be able to hear an audible sigh of relief coming from the 
direction of your llamas when you consistently use a catch 
pen. 
 The beauty of using panels over fixed stalls or pens for 
catching is their flexibility. If you are having difficulty with 
a particular technique or animal, MAKE YOUR TRAINING 
PEN SMALLER.  When it comes to animal handling, 
containment is much easier and safer than restraint.  Muscle your llamas and they will learn to 
fight you.  Reduce the size of the container and you eliminate both momentum and the incentive to 
escape.  With nothing more than some baling twine or my personal favorite- a double nylon set of 
loops with fastex buckles- I call these beauties “hold everythings” you can divide your catch pen in 
half by moving one of the panels to the middle up-right that divides the panel in half. You end up with 
a rectangle that is 4.5 feet by 9 feet.  This is a great size for working with a couple of weanling llamas 
on their first haltering lessons or for giving injections to one llama.  
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   First Law of Camelidynamics… if you are having trouble with a handling task…make   
    your pen smaller!

Handling Facilities
Panels are great for building temporary areas but you can also 

use them for setting up a semi-permanent barn layout.  Panels offer 
many three major advantages over permanent dividers.  

•	 Flexibility- change your layout when you want or need to
•	 Ventilation- more airflow in the summer less cold spots in 

the winter
•	 Visibility- your barn is more “llama -friendly” the animals 

much prefer an open floor plan to small boxes.
In addition to separating groups of animals you can very 

effectively use panels to create handling facilities in your barn.  Panels 
can be used to create a laneway leading to a scale and then to a 
small handling area.  Create a handling system in which the animals 
can follow each other and your job is a lot easier- llamas naturally 
follow other llamas. Use this principle and the days of pushing and 
dragging are over. As your herd grows or the composition of your 
herd changes it is a simple matter to change the configuration of the 
panels and the areas they enclose.   

It would be great if all llamas were born knowing how to lead 
but they aren’t and there are many circumstances under which it is 
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necessary to load and haul a llama that doesn’t yet know how to lead. 
It is a great idea to use panels and incorporate a semi-permanent 
loading laneway into your barn layout however with panels you can 
always create a loading laneway when you need one.  Remember it is 
no good to try to herd one llama away from the rest.  If you are loading 
an untrained llama by herding him into a trailer always herd a group of 
llamas into the trailer close the door to the trailer hop inside and then 
herd off the ones you don’t want.  Organize your barn area so that you 
can leave your trailer parked next to the barn at the end of the loading 
laneway and you can use your trailer as a handling area too.  A trailer 
can be a great place trim toenails or medicate your animals.  

Teaching Llamas to Lead
Teaching a llama to lead can be a nightmare without the right set-

up.  A llama that has never experienced being attached to a human will run to the end of the lead and 
panic when he can’t get away.  In a large area there is little or nothing the handler can do to prevent 
these problematic behaviors.  Instead the handler is forced to hold tight to the rope as the llama 
throws himself wildly around or must let go of the lead 
rope—neither option is safe or desirable.  

Use a long narrow aisle way and an extra long lead 
for initial leading and you can simply step in front of the 
llama to stop any end runs. The llama can work out that he 
is attached and can run away inside the laneway.  Once 
your llama student is leading well you can leave the safety 
of the laneway for a larger area with much less drama.   
Ten panels make a wonderful “teach to lead set up” Set up 
three pens attached to each other 9 feet from a fence line.  
A few animals in each pen make the process even easier.  
By opening the pen at the end you can create the laneway 
and a convenient place to turn around.   
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Special Situations
Try as we might we can’t see into the future.  No matter how 

many farms you visit or how carefully you plan, your barn set up is 
going to fall short at some point.  I have only one word for you and it is 
not “plastics” it is panels!  With panels you can: create holding areas 
that can be used for educational events when a number of animals 
may be visiting, create holding areas for visiting animals, graze 
animals on a small area of grass that isn’t fenced or separate animals 
physically but not visually. 

For example, when a baby is born in nasty weather and you want 
to keep the dam and new baby with the herd but prevent the baby 
from wandering away or getting stepped on in a crowded barn, create 
a small pen for mom and baby in the middle of your loafing area with 
four panels. Voila! You have a way of keeping the female with the herd 
without the baby becoming interested in the barn walls or the wrong 
female.  This is a much better solution than separating the mother 
and baby in a separate area such as a stall.  Putting new babies in 
a stall with solid sides will often get them interested in a dark corner.  
They will nurse in this dark corner 
instead of looking for mom’s “dark 
corner” her udder and will waste 
precious time.  This happens often 
enough that these babies are 
called “wall babies.” Panels have 
no dark corners but still serve the 
purpose. 
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Shipping can certainly up the price of your panels.  
Here are a couple of suggestions for getting your panels:

1. Go in with others in your local area and buy them in bulk and arrange transport in bulk.
2. Shop on the Internet or your local farm newspaper for someone who might be selling used 

panels locally.
3. Arrange to buy panels at a show.  Often panels are sold at the end of an event.
4. Make a trip to buy panels on behalf of a group.
5. Talk to llama or alpaca transporters about transporting panels when they have the space.

 We all love a win-win outcome.  Organization serves many masters; each and every one of your 
llamas will settle in and settle down when you use panels and the two-leggeds benefit too!  Getting 
the management job done more easily and efficiently means more time to enjoy your llamas.   

About the Author
Marty McGee Bennett’s first llama jumped 
off the back of a pickup truck and into her 
heart in 1981.  Since then, Marty has devoted 
her professional life to the well-being of 
llamas and alpacas and the education of 
camelid enthusiasts.  Marty brings a variety of 
experience and qualifications to her work with 
camelids, including a  B.S. degree in Animal 
Behavior and many years spent as a professional 
fiber artist.  Marty’s knowledge of the science 
of behavior, combined with 37 years experience 
with TTEAM and TTouch (The Tellington-Jones 
Every Animal Method) and the principals of balance and leverage has 
made Camelidynamics popular with owners and veterinarians alike. Her 
second sense with both animals and people make “Camelidynamics” the 
world’s most enduring training/handling system for camelids. 
Conducting hundreds of clinics in North America and around the world, 
including numerous trips to Australia, New Zealand and Europe have 
kept Marty on the road for much of the past 37 years. In 2005, Marty 
founded the Camelidynamics Guild that includes an online forum and 
the Camelidynamics Consultancy Program. For more information, log 
on to www.camelidynamics.com.
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The International Lama Registry
PO Box 8

 Kalispell, MT 59903
(406) 755-3438

 The Three R’s of the ILR

•  Registry

• Accurate records based on verifiable genealogy
• Promoting the value of registered llamas

• Orderly, efficient, economical access to data  

• Member services in response to member needs
• Recognition

• Universal Awards Program - recognizing 
achievements from all show associations

• Camelid Companion Certification

• Youth Pot of Gold Program
• Youth Scholarship Program

• Relationships
• The Gathering of Friends and Champions

• Western and Eastern Championship Shows

• Many committee and board opportunities
• Connecting llamas with new owners

ILR-SD Giving Members What They Want
✴ Established in 2009 at the request of the ILR 

membership

✴ Flexible in show structure

✴ No mandatory classes

✴ Multiple fiber divisions with options for local show 
management to limit or combine divisions

✴ Recognition of regional differences in the llama 
industry

✴ Economical to show

✴ Accurate and timely results

✴ Fun for all

For Upcoming ILR Events click here

Alone we Struggle; Together we Thrive!

http://lamaregistry.com
https://secure.lamaregistry.com/news/calendar-of-events.php
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With Ron Wilkinson, ILR President
Note: A regular feature of the American Llama Magazine is a question and 
answer segment with ILR President Ron Wilkinson. If you have questions that 
you would like answered in future issues of the magazine, please submit them to 
the editors who will pass them along.

What is the turn around time for my registration and transfer paperwork?
You need to plan on 2-3 weeks turn around time on paperwork with the ILR.  If we can beat that time 
we will.  Remember that ILR has only one full-time staff member (our operations manager) and she 
was only increased back to full time during the past year. We hire an additional part-time assistant 
from time to time. We also contract for computer programming time on an hourly basis as needed.  
We run a very tight ship in terms of operations and are pleased with the quality of service we are able 
to provide.  We have also increased the role of our operations manager to represent the ILR at four to 
five major llama shows each year including The Gathering and the Eastern & Western Championship 
shows.  The timing of those trips can influence how quickly we are able to complete paperwork.

What is the turn around time if DNA testing is required?
We are at the mercy of the testing laboratory when DNA testing is involved.  It generally takes up 
three to four weeks from the time they receive the sample for ILR to receive the results. So you must 
allow time for the sample to arrive at the ILR office and for our staff to send it on to the lab.  Once 
results are back from the lab, we must still complete the registration process.  Therefore, turn around 
time on paperwork that requires DNA testing usually takes about five to six weeks.  Unfortunately, we 
have not found a quicker way to do this and “rush orders” do not help in these situations.
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Why should I complete my registrations online if it still takes a couple of weeks to process the 
paperwork?
Online registrations are a far easier way to register an animal when you are the owner of both parents 
of the animal being registered.  The accuracy is better as well as the online process interacts directly 
with the database.  Although we cannot guarantee faster processing, the processing time is normally 
less because you cut out mailing time - as long as you upload your photos and make sure you have 
money in your account to cover the registration.

What can I do to shorten turn around time?
Make sure a check is included with your paperwork or have money in your account with ILR.  Many 
individuals maintain a balance in their account just to avoid the need to send money each time.  If you 
are registering online, it helps to have money in your account when you submit the registration.  Also, 
when you are including photos with your paperwork be sure to have the photos labeled with the own-
er’s name and the llama’s name on the back of the photo.  You also have the option of requesting and 
paying for Rush Services.   Rush orders are moved to the front of the line and processed quickly. 

Has ILR staffing always been so tight?
During the hay day of llama growth in the USA, when we were registering and transferring far more 
animals per year and were also the official registry for most of the alpacas in the US, we had eleven 
full-time and one part-time staff members.  We also purchased our own building in Kalispell for the 
headquarters.  That level of staffing decreased over the years due to increased efficiency, alpacas 
separating and going their own way for registrations, and a significant decrease in the number of lla-
mas being registered and transferred each year.  The Great Recession was sort of the last big blow 
as llama registrations decreased dramatically and revenue decreased proportionally, causing the 
Board of Directors to make some serious choices on operation.  The organization was simply spend-
ing far faster than we were bringing in revenue.  Staffing was cut back to one part-time employee and 
the building was sold.  ILR is now back to a position of stable funding with healthy financial reserves, 
increased staffing time, and a renewed focus on the future growth of the industry.  We have entered 
a long-term lease on adequate office space in the building that we once owned.  We have increased 
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dollars for technical service contracting, upgraded our computer system, and are looking to provide 
better support to all aspects of the llama community and industry.  As needed, more staff will be add-
ed. 

I find the Fee Structure confusing.  What is the difference between the fee levels?
There has always been a different fee structure for ILR members and non-members.  Generally basic 
membership fees are half of those of non-members.  About five years ago, as an incentive for indi-
viduals processing more registrations and transfers the Board of Directors created a special category 
for “breeder members”.  Breeder membership dues are higher but the fees for nearly all work with the 
ILR is about $5 less for each transaction for breeder members.  

Why is the transfer fee less when the seller or sale management pays the transfer fee? 
The ILR Board voted about 2 years ago to reduce transfer fees significantly when the transfer fee is 
paid by the seller or the sales management. The goal is to begin shifting the culture within the llama 
community where transfers become an assumed responsibility of the seller. In many other species 
the norm is for the seller to assume responsibility for transferring ownership.  In the llama community 
the norm had become to simply hand over the registration certificates to the new owner and let them 
be responsible for transferring. When the new owner fails to take action the database becomes in-
complete or inaccurate. What also often happens is that the new owner forgets or delays transferring 
until the late fees become somewhat of a hindrance. I strongly encourage each llama owner and sale 
manager to make officially transferring ownership a routine final step in closing each transaction! It 
only makes sense for sale managers to send in the papers for transfer since they have all of the in-
formation for buyer and seller and usually have collected the ILR certificates in advance of the sale. 
Once payments have cleared the bank they will either send the certificates to the new owner, or bet-
ter yet, send them to ILR to complete the transfer. Many of our sales are now taking care of transfers. 
Some llama sales are now including the transfer fee as an added sale expense for the seller and oth-
ers that simply view it as part of their sale expenses and cover it out of the commission. Either way 
works to assure the animal is transferred. The Board has set the fee low enough in hopes that it can 
be absorbed in the sales price.
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Llamas Advancing Medical Research
 By Jerrika Mumford

 The University of Reading welcomed 
a surprise male cria in Summer 2019. The 
cria’s name was decided in a public poll 
on Twitter pitting Jeremy and Boris against 
each other once again. Though much lower 
stakes than the leadership race in the Unit-
ed Kingdom’s Conservative Party, I think 
it’s fair to say this naming contest was more 
adorable. Though Boris Johnson is the new 
Prime Minister, Jeremy won the cria naming 
contest and the University of Reading will 
surely look forward to pronging in its pasture 
by young Jeremy the llama. 
 
 Jeremy joins a herd of llamas helping researchers at the University discover potentially life-sav-
ing medicines. These llamas provide antibodies to new and innovative medical research. According to 
the press release, other members of the llama herd have already helped research into autoimmune, 
inflammatory, and allergic diseases, and cancers.

 Professor Gary Stephens, from the Reading School of Pharmacy, who is leading work helping to 
develop new small antibodies, said:
 “Nanobody technology is one of the most exciting new developments in medical research, and 
we’re pleased that the University of Reading is bringing its combined expertise in pharmacy research 
and animal husbandry to keep llamas for this purpose... Llamas and other dromedaries, such as cam-
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About the Author

els, have been found to produce ‘nanobodies’ which are much smaller than human antibodies. The 
scope for their use as drugs is enormous as they can work in the human body in a way that normal 
antibodies can’t. Larger antibodies are often too big to effectively reach potential drug targets which 
often makes their use for drug delivery ineffective.”
“These new nanobodies mean that a whole new breed of medicines can be developed to tackle dis-
eases such as cancers and arthritis, which previously have been difficult to treat with normal drugs.”

The university is a signatory to a UK concordat on openness on animal research and is committed to 
the principles of working to replace, reduce, and refine procedures on animals.

For the original press release visit:
https://www.reading.ac.uk/news-and-events/releases/PR805970.aspx

To find out more about animal research 
at the University of Reading visit:
https://www.reading.ac.uk/research/re-
search-environment/animal-research.aspx

Jerrika Mumford is a 
llama enthusiast and an 
owner of Volcano View 
Ranch along with her 
husband, Kyle Mumford. 
She is a certified public 
accountant in the beautiful 
state of Washington with 
a Master of Accounting 
from Washington State 
University.

https://www.reading.ac.uk/news-and-events/releases/PR805970.aspx
https://www.reading.ac.uk/research/research-environment/animal-research.aspx
https://www.reading.ac.uk/research/research-environment/animal-research.aspx
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My Favorite Llama is...
 We invited llama owners to tell us about their favorite llamas. 
The goal was to remind breeders what makes these animals so 
special, and to help show potential llama owners how special 
these guys can be. 

 Unlike our writers we couldn’t pick a favorite, so we drew a 
name out of a hat. Congratulations to Kristen Earley, who won a 
$50 gift certificate to Useful Lama Items, www.useful-items.com. 
Read Kristen’s entry below, and see all of the other wonderful 
entries on the coming pages. 

Bolts Topaz
By Kristen Earley

Earley’s Llama and Alpaca Farm

My favorite llama that I own would have to be Bolts Topaz. To-
paz just turned 17 this September and she looks great! Topaz is my 
favorite llama for many reasons, the main one is the bond we have; 
it is unbreakable! Topaz is my first llama that I have purchased, and 
I got her to be my performance llama. When we got Topaz home, I 
thought that I had maybe picked the wrong llama because she didn’t seem to 
like me, and she didn’t like me taking her through obstacles. Several months passed and one day 
when I went out to put Topaz on her halter, she acted like a new llama! She did every obstacle 
at our farm without hesitating and she even gave me a kiss! Topaz helped me a lot when I was 
in high school. When I would have a bad and stressful day at school, I would just go out to the 
pasture and just hug her and talk to her. I know she was listening to me because she would make 
her humming noises while I was talking. I know that for most people their first llama can be one of 
their favorites, but Topaz is more than just my favorite llama, she is my best friend! 
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By Megan Fruits

I am writing about my lla-
ma Jasmine! She is 3 years old. 
She is mostly white with a little 
bit of red and she has blue eyes. 
Jasmine, who I often call Jazzy, 
will be expecting her first cria 
in the spring of 2020. I got her 
when she was a little over a year. 
I worked really hard with her the 
first year but for some reason she 
kept taking steps backwards. I 
made the decision to not show 
her for a little while and see if she 
matures. I started off my show 
season without her. I barely made 
it through the first show when I 
realized I needed her. We worked 
really hard for a month and went 
to nationals after not showing or 
not playing if we did show. So we 
made our way out to The Gather-
ing and we got a reserve national 
championship. Since then we 
have been placing in just about 
everything we show in. I love her 
more than anything, she is my 
baby! I love showing her off and 
showing what we can do as a 
team.

Robin Dudley

I could go on and on about my Llamas but recently 
I wanted to express my gratitude towards one of my 
favorites, Jake. Even though he is young( less than 2) he 
has taken on the tough task of herd leader. He is calm, 
firm, and doesn't take any guff from the other boys. He is 
constantly vigilant in protecting them and us. I honestly 
don't know when he sleeps!! Just love this big guy. 
Thanks Jake!

Ashley Newell

My llama story begins when I was in high school. 
I was a member of FFA and thus had to have a 
job or project working with livestock. I chose to 
work on a llama and alpaca farm having been a 
4-H member showing alpacas. There was a baby 
llama that needed to be handled everyday and 
then halter broke, I absolutely fell in love with 
him after being told I was the one who needed 
to do this. Well, one day they told me they were 
selling all the animals and weren't doing farming 
anymore, they then gave me Trooper (the baby 
llama), his mom, and an alpaca. I decided to 
start boarding them on a different farm. When I 
was in high school, shortly after this, I became 
incredibly ill, I could barely get out of bed except 
for going to school for half days and the farm for MAYBE an hour each day. 
This made me incredibly depressed and the only thing that kept me going 
was Trooper. Now he's 4 and probably the sweetest llama I know.
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Sue Messer, Starlite Llamas
My favorite llama was not one I bred, but purchased at Kay's Hinterland 
dispersal sale in 2010. We were shocked when the gavel went down 
as I knew she was very special. Hezanna was ten at the time and bred 
to PVL Silver Knight, which produced a wonderful male with her great 
personality that we have. Hezanna previously had produced incredible 
offspring, two out of Federale and four from Kastizo, of which two 
went on to become National Champions. She was a very large llama, 
never pushy, with the most gentle disposition and easy to handle.  
Approachable, always eager for a cheek scratch but a formidable 
presence to any threat, never fearful.  In the last few years her arthritis 
had become very severe with bent legs causing difficulty walking and 
cushing. Pain meds were given to help ease this. When I went to the 
barn in the morning Hezanna would come over to me, stand in front of 
me and wait for her back massage which I learned to do at a OSU vet 
seminar for pain management. She is missed dearly to us as a friend, 
companion, and herd mate to the rest of the llamas.   

Amanda Olszewski
For me, I will always have my one favorite llama. He is the llama that started it all. In 2008, I went with my friend 
that had a llama to the farm she boarded it at and that is when I first met Rocky. He was just a little baby but once 
I saw him I knew that I wanted that llama. It is almost as if we chose each other from the start. From that moment 
on he has always been my favorite llama. Pleasings Rockxtarr aka Rocky has helped me become the person that 
I am today from out 11 years together and counting. I trained him since he was a baby and we moved out way up 
starting in intermediate class all the way to advanced performance classes and are only a few wins away from 
moving to Masters in ALSA. To me he is special because of how far we have came together instead of his genet-
ics or how well he places in halter class, which is what seems to be the biggest thing people look for in llamas 
now a days.  This year alone we have placed either Grand or Reserve Grand Champion in every show we have 
attended and I could not be prouder of my boy. He is the reason my parents started showing and the reason why 
we have our own farm now, Little Ol' Llama Farm in Bangor MI. Rocky has helped my personality grow, and taught 
me patience, manners, that it is ok to not always get first, and so many more characteristics to make me who I am 
today. We have gone on so many amazing adventures together and seen numerous new places and I can safely 
say that I am the person I am today because of him, and that is why he is and always will be my favorite llama!
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Sam and Kyla McCollum

My favorite llama is Cosmo. He will 
be a year old on the 22nd and is 
such a great match for my 4 year 
old daughter MJ. she showed him in 
halter and obstacles at our county 
fair in June as well as entering the 
costume contest. She will be coming 
to North American with him to do 
their first show together and we are 
so excited. we would love to win the 
useful llama gift card to spend at the 
show!

Olivia Lee Richardson

My favorite llama is Red. Red is special 
because she is the most patient girl with 
children. My nephew is scared of all animals 
(to the point of tears), but Max and Red went 
on a hike together recently and he led her 
the whole way. She was so laid back and 
gentle with him! It was such a confidence 
boost for my sweet nephew. 

Kendall Lanham
My favorite llama in our industry is Wunsapana’s Cair Paravel (Wunsapana’s 
Aslan X LILCO Bells and Whistles) owned by Teri Conroy. Not only does 
she have the size, structure and color of my ideal llama, but she represents 
everything I am working towards. Her being the product of a small breeding 
program with only one herdsire gives me much hope for my future in breeding. I 
will never have a huge farm with 5 different herdsires and a breeding herd of 60, 
so the fact that Cair came from the small yet well known program that she did 
makes me want to try even harder to get there. Now on to her physical attributes. 
Although she has shown successfully as a medium wool female, Cair has some 
of the most dense fiber I have ever seen. When I met her in person I was petting her neck and could barely feel 
her actually neck under all of her neck fiber. She has curls down to her toes and very heavy bone. Her body type 
is almost identical to her sire, who I have admired since birth.  She’s a tank and is a very thick, well built animal. 
Her ears are very “banana” shaped and symmetrical which is ideal in a llama. They sit perfectly on top of her 
head, not too far apart or too close together. And on top of all of her physical beauty she has personality for days! 
I would be very lucky to produce an animal like her on my farm one day.
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Kelsey Sheppard

My favorite llama’s name was Yavari. 
He didn’t have the best pedigree or 
conformation but we just clicked. He was 
solid brown and loved to cool off in the 
pool. He could be really stubborn but would 
give up with me. He was full of personality. 
He loved to guard. Not often do you come 
across a llama that has a great personality 
and good with people, that also guards. He 
will always be my favorite because we had 
such a strong bond.

Di Collins

My favorite llama is a 7 year old named Dunkin. At 2 months 
of age we knew this guy was going to be very special to 
lots of folks. There isn’t too many humans he doesn’t like. 
However, if it is a chicken he isn’t so crazy about them. 
The last few years he has made public appearances and is 
loved by many. He most enjoys giving kisses and creating 
smiles in nursing centers and retirement homes. Dunkin 
knows when the halter and bandana are in place he is about 
to go to “work”. He does everything that is ask of him. The 
compassion he shows for those with special needs, both 
adult and kiddos, is amazing. Yes, Dunkin is one of my 
favorites but he is also the favorite of many.

Jerrika Mumford

My favorite llama is 
Ophelia. She is a beautiful 
Appaloosa with great 
conformation and a great 
personality. She did well as 
a youngster in 4H, as well 
as in halter shows. She 
is the total package with 
a friendly disposition and 
good looks!
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The Story of Snow
Or, How A Llama Changed My Life

By Allison Whitacre

 It sounds strange to refer to a llama as your best friend. After spend-
ing six years with this one, and showing him for four, I can’t deny that he 
is one of the best I’ve ever had. I met Snow barely two days after he was 
born, and from that meeting I gained the courage to join a 4-H club and see 
if this encounter could mean something. It meant more than I could have 
ever expected.
 Snow was a bit of a hot head. He quickly became the rowdy toddler of 
the herd. He developed a rather large ego, despite having the mentality of 
a baby. His large size was also problematic, because he knew how to throw 
a tantrum. His second year brought extensive training from a senior club 
member, and though he dug in his heels and sulked, Snow made it to show in one piece. I had zero hesitation when 
I was offered the opportunity to work with him. 
 We seemed to make some sort of team, and somehow that first year, we walked away with Grand Champion 
Performance animal in the Junior division at the fair. Not to mention a Grand Champion in Showmanship, cementing 
it as my favorite class. From then on, Snow and I became a pair. Throughout numerous public events and training 
sessions, we learned more about one another, and how we could improve. 
 During those years, I struggled greatly with anxiety. I had a severe limitation talking to strangers. When I was 
with the llamas, I could give a flawless presentation about them, I could speak for hours without tiring or feeling 
drained. Snow himself became less flighty, more bold, and with each year he got more and more impressive. There 
were things I could do with him he didn’t allow everyone else to do. While the other llamas ran from being haltered, 
mine stood perfectly still to be haltered. Though he despised his back legs being touched, I slowly was able to do 
so, and even dress him in a partial costume. One show presented a substantial obstacle: a tent with plastic table-
cloths flapping in the wind, and it was a very windy day. The objective was to walk through the tent and flying mate-
rial calmly. Snow hated things touching his head. He also hated things that were fast moving. He and I were the only 
pair to not struggle with that obstacle that day. There were other moments like that, where I’m convinced it was our 
bond and trust alone that got us through those situations. The final year I showed him, I spent five minutes during a 
state fair obstacle course putting a lei over his head, and took another fifteen getting it back off. Snow still had his 
baby moments, though. He’d jump behind me if something seemed too exciting, he’d pin his ears if I made him re-
peat a missed obstacle, and he’d sulk when I insisted on grooming him past what he thought was acceptable. There 
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were wins and ribbons, but there were tears, frustration, and months of hard work in the mix as well. I thought things 
were perfect. 
 It was a cool day near the end of April, 2015, when I’d decided to hop over to the farm for a walk with Snow. 
It was a nice day, a little windy, but not unpleasant. I still remember watching him graze that morning, thinking how 
unbelievably lucky I was to have him in my life. The next day I discovered our family’s plans to move out of state, an 
ultimatum brought on my dad from his employer. 
 I really wanted to find a way to stop time, or turn it back, or change things somehow. How could I walk away 
from the best thing that had happened to me? From people who understood me, appreciated my love for these 
animals? The silver lining to it all was that I’d be allowed to return at the end of summer for one final show. The two 
months I was away felt awful. It felt backwards, not being able to jaunt across town to see him. To not be able to 
have my closest confidant there to talk to. That final show week made all the uncertainty worthwhile. 
 One final Grand Championship, a final show savored and remembered down to the scorching heat of the 
afternoon sun. I hadn’t expected the win. I had been content to simply be there, savoring this final gift I’d been so 
blessed to receive. But it wasn’t the final gift. Several days before we were due to leave for the State Fair show, my 
4-H leader asked me if I’d like to show Snow at state. “Yes.”
 I don’t recall ever being so thrilled. For most large breeders and owners, one show didn’t mean much, but to 
me, someone who was leaving behind their partner and best friend since 2009, it meant everything. What a show 
it was, with Snow and me winning two of our three classes. Obstacle, of course, was not a winner, but the crowd’s 
applause as I finally navigated the lei off of his head in one piece was prize enough, and a testament to his patience. 
Then there was Showmanship. One of the sacred rules of showmanship that is taught to every 4-H kid is to smile. 
Always, always, smile. So I did, even though I was trying not to cry. How wonderful this story had been, and it was 
coming to such a beautiful end. I had to be the luckiest girl on earth. So much more had happened than I could ever 
have thought possible, and I wouldn’t have made it halfway without the llama at my side. So when the ring steward 
gestured to me and put Snow and me at the front of the line, my heart overflowed a little. Winning my favorite class 
at state with the llama I had known since birth, the first one I’d ever met, and the one who continued to amaze me 
each and every day was nothing short of a miracle, and I thanked the Lord for it. I couldn’t be more proud. Until he 
won the next class, the entire Gelding division in Halter. Some would see that as a minor feat, but given the animals 
he was up against, well, it was truly amazing. He was spectacular, and in my eyes, perfect. 
 Snow wasn’t a fancy llama with great bloodlines. He didn’t go to national shows and compete amongst the 
country’s best. You’d never know that, from his presence in and out of the showring, and his flashy style, his regal 
charisma that seemed bottomless. He was beautiful, and I feel more than privileged to have been a part of his life. 
He was and is the most loyal, selfless llama you could ask for. And that makes him the grandest of champions to 
me. 
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I live in a small town in the PNW. I traded my heels for muck boots in 2008 when 
my daughter was gifted an alpaca and we were introduced to the WSU 4-H 
program. Soon after I became a 4-H leader and the opportunity to meet with 
the amazing people in the world of llamas inspired my artwork. My style has a 
touch of humor with underlying truth about llamas. If you have any requests for 
my artwork or would like to commission me to draw one of your llamas please 
contact me at tanisllamas64@gmail.com. 
Tani has published her first children’s book- 
available at www.storyjumper.com/book/index/63136565 
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Thank you for reading!
Thank you to our contributors: Marty McGee 
Bennett, Tani Adams, Char Arendas,  The 
andersons, Justin Timm, And Paul Taylor.

Thanks again to our advertisers and our issue three sponsors 
Wil and Sherri Tallmon, Steve and Sue Rolfing, Clark and Sonya 
Salisbury, Sharon and Jerry Williamson, Rick and Mary Adams, 
Darrell and Merlene Anderson, and Cameron Thornberg. 

We can’t possibly thank the Smiths enough for being our 
gracious hosts during our stay in Indiana. 

We also appreciate Darrell and Merlene Anderson for 
spending the day with us and showing us some Hoosier 
hospitality as well. 

Spring 2020 Dates

We are very excited to share what we have in store 
for our spring issue!

Advertising/Submission deadline: 3-1-20
Publish Date: 3-22-20

Ways to get involved


